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Services Analysis Study for the City of Wasco. The primary objective of this study
effort was to evaluate the quantitative and qualitative costs and benefits of various
configurations of providing law enforcement services in Wasco.
The study involved an assessment of the organization, operations and financial
structures of the two primary law enforcement service delivery configurations available
to Wasco: a) continue with the contractual service with the Kern County Sheriff's
Department, or b) establish a Wasco municipal police department. We found that it
would be more operationally and economically feasible for the City of Wasco to
continue its contractual arrangement with the Sheriff's Department, while working
more closely with the Department to implement needed changes to the contractual
relationship to enhance local participation and improve overall service delivery.
Arroyo Associates would like to extend our gratitude to the City of Wasco - including
you, your staff, the City Council and other community stakeholders - and to the Kern
County Sheriff's Department for their assistance, participation and cooperation
throughout the course of this study effort.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Study Background
Arroyo Associates, Inc. was retained by the City of Wasco ("City" or "Wasco") to
review its law enforcement service contract with the Kem County Sheriff's Department
and to conduct a comprehensive analysis of law enforcement functions with the goal of
identifying the service configuration that will provide quality service in the most
efficient and cost-effective manner. The primary issues that led to this study were the
concern over the rising cost of the service contract and the desire among Wasco
stakeholders to have more local control of cost, service levels and service quality.
In May

2009, the City Council Contract Review Committee met and reviewed the Kern

County Sheriff contract, and recommended that further analysis was warranted, given
the significant cost increases and the desire among citizens and within City Hall to have
more access and local control. Starting in FY

2005-06, the County began increasing its

service contract with Wasco due to a change in County policy requiring the Sheriff's
Department to recover most, if not all, contract costs.

The lack of control over law

enforcement costs under the contract poses a long term risk to the City, since the current

$2.9 million contract is approximately 45% of the City's General Fund expenditures.
Further exacerbating this issue is the current economic downtown, which has reduced
the City's funds.

The scope of this study was to evaluate the quantitative and

qualitative costs and benefits of the existing method and alternative configurations of
providing law enforcement services in Wasco. The primary study objectives were to:
•

Structure

the

study to

create

an

"apples-to-apples"

comparison

from

a

"department function" perspective;
•

Identify variables to evaluate the different force configurations and obtain the
necessary data;

•

Identify credible "comparable cities" (with regard to each operational model
studied) to serve as reference points for identifying the "optimally" sized and
scoped police force. The cities used, along with other state and/ or national data
obtained, will form the "industry standards" utilized in the study; and

•

Develop reliable cost estimates for the force configurations studied.

The

methodology behind the cost estimates developed for the operating options must
be clearly stated and agreed upon by the City before being utilized.
In the course of gathering data and information to meet these study objectives, the

project team conducted (for a list of interviewees and focus group participants, please
-

see Appendix A):
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•

•

•

•

•

•

A total of forty-seven (47) one-on-one interviews of various stakeholders,
including elected and appointed officials, city management and employees, other
local government representatives, local school officials, business owners and
managers, community members and leaders, and Sheriff's Department
representatives. These interviews helped to gather stakeholder and community
input regarding the expectations for law enforcement services in Wasco, as well
as to better understand current service provision in the community.
Two (2 ) focus group meetings (one with religious leaders, and the other an
informal meeting with patrons of a local coffee shop).
One (1) community meeting open to the public, in which thirty (30 ) stakeholders
attended, including representatives of the Sheriff's Department.
Two (2 ) project progress meetings with the City's Police Services Study Steering
Committee to review the various phases of the study effort. Committee
members are also listed in Appendix A.
Multiple comparative analyses analyzing the current law enforcement contract,
service levels and configuration in Wasco with local police organizations and
comparable agencies throughout California. The comparative measures included
contract provisions, service levels, costs, organizational structure, services
provided, staffing levels, policies and practices, sworn salaries, and other
information. The organizations in these various comparisons included those
from the cities of Shafter, Arvin, California City and Tehachapi (Kern County);
Oakdale and Riverbank (Stanislaus), Dinube (Tulare); Coalinga, Reedley and
Sanger (Fresno); Lathrop (San Joaquin); Dublin (Alameda); Rio Vista (Contra
Costa); Perris (Riverside); Rosemead and West Hollywood (Los Angeles); and
San Clemente, Aliso Viejo, and Brea/ Yorba Linda (Orange).
Extensive data and document reviews to evaluate current law enforcement
services, and to develop various cost and staffing projections. These reviews
involved not only data collection and analysis, but also required interviews with
representatives of the Sheriff's Department, California Public Employees'
Retirement System, and law enforcement equipment vendors.

Executive Summary

The Wasco community is a small, rural community with relatively low rates of crime.
Compared to ten other cities with similar populations and socioeconomic characteristics
in California, Wasco's crime rates for Part I and all other crimes were comparable on a
per capita basis than the median of the ten cities in the comparison. Based on existing
data provided by the Sheriff's Department, Wasco had fewer injury and non-injury
traffic collisions per capita than the comparative median. Furthermore, Wasco had the
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lowest number of moving and other citations on a per capita basis. In fact, Wasco had
the lowest moving violation citation rate of the nine cities that reported this data.

(16 total positions) assigned to the
Wasco contract comprised the lowest sworn staff ratio per 1,000 population (37.9%
With respect to staffing levels, the Sheriff's Deputies
lower than that of the comparative median).

The Sheriff's Wasco substation utilizes

three civilian administrative support employees, which are comparable to the other
cities on a per capita basis.

However, the Wasco Sheriff substation had the fourth

highest number of arrests made per

1,000 population and, of the seven cities that
1,000. Furthermore,

provided data, Wasco deputies logged the most cases cleared per

among the ten departments in the comparison, Wasco Sheriff Deputies had the second
fastest average response time for emergency calls and third fastest response time for all
calls.

1 call (life-threatening, in-progress crimes) in 2
35 seconds, more than two minutes faster than the median of the

Deputies respond to a Priority

minutes and

comparison group.
While police response times in Wasco were found to be excellent, the City had over one
quarter fewer citizen-initiated calls for service per

1,000 population than the median of

the ten comparable cities during the same period.

This placed Wasco with the third

lowest calls-for-service per capita rate, only ahead of the Fresno County cities of Sanger
and Reedley. Furthermore, the number of officer initiated activities per
was nearly

1,000 in Wasco

42% lower than the median of the ten other cities in the comparison survey.

Wasco also had lower per capita rates for the number of reports written, placing eighth
out of ten agencies that provided data.
Utilizing the calls-for-service and officer-initiated-activity data, coupled with the results
of the comparative analysis exercise, the project team generally found that the Sheriff's
Wasco police force were not as highly engaged in non-discretionary policing activities
as the officers in the comparison cities, even though the Wasco deputies respond to
fewer calls for service and write-up fewer traffic citations.

When the project team

assessed how Wasco deputies allocate their work time, based on existing service and
demand levels, the study concluded that the current Sheriff staffing configuration in
Wasco allows for ample time for proactive, community policing work - such as more
traffic enforcement, various problem solving activities, and bike and foot patrols - that,
unfortunately, does not appear to be occurring. We found that Wasco Sheriff's deputies
can engage in more proactive policing activities without impacting their effectiveness in
accomplishing their non-discretionary duties, such as responding to service calls.
In our comparative analysis of operating costs, the study's findings and analysis

suggest that establishing a municipal police department would provide levels of
primary law enforcement service at operating costs that are comparable to those
provided by the Sheriff's Department.

Depending on assumptions for service level

demand, population growth and staffing levels, the projected future costs of the
Sheriff's contract are approximately between

3% less to 7% higher than the costs of a

hypothetical Wasco police department. However, through a contract service, the City
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would be able to continue to take advantage of the Sheriff's Department's economies of
scale and array of specialized services. Furthermore, even though estimated operating
costs are shown to be slightly lower, depending on certain assumptions, a municipal
department would involve significant start-up costs, as well as unknown, but recurring
administrative (human resources, finance and budgeting) and capital costs.

The

cumulative effect of these unknown costs can possibly make a municipal police
department scenario more costly both in the short- and long-term for the City of Wasco.
Wasco stakeholders were found to be generally satisfied with the current law
enforcement services provided by the Sheriff's Department, although most of them
expressed reservations or dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the current Wasco
police operations and contractual arrangement, including the rising contractual costs,
the lack of local control over or local participation in setting policing operations,
priorities and strategies {particularly around traffic enforcement and community
policing), and the lack of accountability on the part of the Sheriff's Department in
providing effective policing services that the community needs and desires. Ultimately,
community leaders and citizens generally would like to be provided with law
enforcements that are of high quality and are cost effective. But they are less concerned
with which agency (Sheriff's Department or a new Wasco Police Department) is
responsible for service delivery.

They want higher levels of service with a stronger

approach to community oriented policing, and an acceptable level of local control in
which the community can have the ability to set the policing priorities and approach of
the service provider.
In conclusion, given the small difference between the estimated operating costs of the·
two

policing altematjves, coupled with

the fact that

most Wasco

community

stakeholders were generally satisfied (or not highly dissatisfied) with the current Sheriff
service levels, this report recommends that the City of Wasco continue contracting with
the Sheriff's Department for law enforcement services.

However, it is recommended

that the City work to develop a more sustained relationship with the Department to
initiate needed cost, operational and programmatic changes.

In our discussions with

the Kern County Sheriff's Department, management is open to providing for
modifications to the existing contract to address the disadvantages of the existing
contractual arrangement discussed in this report. If the City decides to maintain its
police services contract with the Sheriff's Department, it should be prepared to address
some key issues with the Department with respect to modifying the contract agreement:
•

Goals, expectations and priorities, particularly with community policing

•

Minimum staffing in day-to-day operations and in cases of countywide
emergencies

•

Overall philosophy and customer service approach

•

Personnel selections, from deputy to sergeant/ chief of police

•

Length of sworn personnel assignment

•

Costing formulas and cost control
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. II.

SUMMARY OF STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY INPUT

The project team solicited stakeholder and community input to develop an in-depth
understanding of public attitudes of and expectations for law enforcement services in
Wasco. To accomplish this task, the team conducted:
•

A total of forty-seven

(47) one-on-one interviews of various stakeholders,

including elected and appointed officials, city management and employees, other
local government representatives, local school officials, business owners and
managers,

community

members

and

leaders,

and

Sheriff's

Department

representatives.
•

Two

(2) focus group meetings (one with religious leaders, and the other an
informal meeting with patrons of a local coffee shop). A total of eight (8)
representatives of local religious institutions were present at the focus group
meeting. Two Wasco councilmembers accompanied project team members to the
informal meeting at the local coffee shop.

•

One

(1) community meeting open to the public, in which thirty (30) stakeholders

attended�

In attendance were the Chief Deputy of the Sheriff's Department's

Field Operations Bureau, Commander of the Northern Area Substations Section,
and the recently appointed commanding Sergeant of the Wasco Substation.

Satisfaction with Current Services
Generally, stakeholders interviewed were satisfied with current law enforcement
services provided by the Sheriff's Department, although most of them expressed
reservations or dissatisfaction with certain aspects of the current Wasco police
operations. In both the one-on-one interviews and larger group meetings, there were
some who felt the Sheriff's Department was doing a good to excellent job of policing the
City. They felt that the Sheriff Deputies respond quickly to calls for service, have been
courteous when responding to calls, are proactive in addressing certain crime issues,
and provide an overall good and affordable level of service to the Wasco community.
However, many other stakeholders pointed to a number of primary issues and
concerns, including slow response times (up to several hours in some cases),
inconsistent staffing and service levels, high staff turnover, and a general lack of
community oriented policing and problem solving activities. Some interviewees shared
personal instances when response times have been slow.

They felt that the deputies'

style and approach to policing is often "rough" and lacking in care and concern.
Interviewees observed that staffing levels appear to be inconsistent, sometimes seeing
multiple patrol units, while none at other times.

City of Wasco
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r

r

dissatisfaction with the perceived high turnover of officers assigned to the Wasco
substation; they felt that deputies are not assigned to Wasco long enough to understand
community needs and to get to know residents and business owners. There is a strong

r

community perception that the Department's approach is often disconnected from the
community.

r

Generally, these stakeholders felt that service levels are inconsistent and lacking in
various aspects.

Service levels increase for a period of time, particularly when

r

community members and leaders express dissatisfaction, but often subside thereafter.
For example, deputies may increase or begin patrol (unit, bike and foot) of certain areas,
but such patrol activities are not sustained. This concern was underscored towards the
latter stages of the study, since service levels have improved markedly after a staffing
change in the Wasco substation was made by the Department.
Nevertheless,
h
stakeholders felt that the lack of a consistent, stabilized S eriff workforce minimizes
institutional knowledge within the Department on how best to serve the Wasco
community.

Overall, stakeholders wanted not only more services and higher service

r

r

levels.

r

Needs and Expectations

r

Generally, interviewed stakeholders perceived the City of Wasco as a relatively safe

r

levels, but also consistency and sustainability in policing service priorities, policies and

I

community. When asked whether residents felt safe to walk the city during the evening
hours, all respondents agreed that they would be comfortable to walk most areas of the
city during these hours. However, when asked for their expectations of police services
in their community, residents feel that there are certain law enforcement issues and
concerns that should be properly addressed by the Sheriff's Department:
•

Stakeholders expect the police to respond quickly when called upon.

Some

expressed frustration with being put on hold by dispatchers, even for burglary
case or an in-progress case of vandalism. They do not believe that they should
wait a long period of time for officers to respond.
•

Stakeholders expect more traffic policing and enforcement than current levels.
Many indicated that there is high pedestrian traffic crossing Highway

46, which

poses a high risk for accidents. They want more traffic enforcement or at least
visibility of a police force.
•

Stakeholders want more deputies patrolling the schools, particularly during
certain hours of the day (lunch breaks and right after school ends) to eliminate
truancy and other activities during these hours. Stakeholders also want bike and
foot patrol provided on a more regular basis, rather than for short periods of
time. As noted above, having the visibility of the police force can be enough to
discourage certain behaviors.
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•

Stakeholders expect the police to address certain criminal activities that they feel
are pressing and growing in severity, such as drug use (particularly of .
methamphetamines) and gang activities. Some felt that the Sheriff's Department
would have the know-how and resources to address these issues.

•

Stakeholders

want more

local

control and

engagement by the Sheriff's Department.

input,

and more

community

School representatives would like to

see the Sheriff Department provide crime reports and updates on activities to the
school boards.

Elected and city officials would like to see the Sheriff

representatives attend city meetings on a more regular basis and solicit City
input on policing issues and operations.
•

,..,

Stakeholders in this small community expect to know the local police officers on
a name-to-name basis, and vice versa.

People want the police force to

understand the community's concerns and issues, requiring that officers stay for
longer assignments in Wasco.

People understand the need for re-assignments

and transfers, but would like to see a more consistent workforce than the City is
currently experiencing recently.

Opinion on Policing Alternatives
When asked what would be different if the City of Wasco had its police department,
some stakeholder interviewees indicated that more local control would allow the City
to determine, control and improve service and staffing levels, as well the cost to render
these services.

Some expressed growing concern about the rising cost of Sheriff's

policing operations in Wasco and whether the City can continue to afford these
increases.

A local police department would provide the staffing consistency and

longevity that many expressed as lacking in the Sheriff's configuration and operations
in the Wasco community. The City-run police force would be more accountable to the
-

needs and desires of the community.
On the other hand, there was the concern that the residents would receive lower service
levels and diminished resources if they were to establish their own police department.
There was the perception that the City would have fewer officers for patrol, and would
no longer be able to access the Sheriff's specialized services, such as SWAT, drug
enforcement, and

K-9 units.

Stakeholders felt that this lack of and accessibility to

resources would lead to a weaker ability to address possible growing crime issues, such
as gang activity and drug use. They concerned that a municipal police department may
be more costly to operate, particularly in the long-term, since it cannot take advantage
of the economies of scale afforded to a larger Sheriff's Department. Some indicated that
having a city police department would expose the City to a higher level of legal liability
that it cannot afford.

However, even among stakeholders who acknowledged the

potential for additional costs to the City, some expressed a willingness to support
spending more resources for a higher level of service and local control.
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Community input on the policing alternative of contracting with a nearby city police
department (in this case, only the City of Shafter is viable) was also solicited.

Most

respondents expressed concern that the City of Wasco may not receive its fair share of
law enforcement services and resources if another City, such as Shafter, were the
contracted provider.
priority.

r
I

In other words, the City would often be relegated to secondary

r

Some expressed clear disapproval for this option, while others were more

lukewarm and wanted more information on overall costs in comparison to an
independent police force and to existing Sheriff operations before lending support or

r

declaring disapproval of contracting with Shafter.
Although stakeholders presented the advantages and disadvantages of these policing

r

alternatives, most stakeholders simply expressed a desire for high quality and cost
effective police services, regardless of which agency is responsible for service delivery.
They want higher levels of service with a stronger approach to community oriented
policing, and an acceptable level of local control in which the community can have the
ability to set the policing priorities and approach of the service provider.

I
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III. CURRENT SERVICE LEVELS & DEPLOYMENT

To obtain a better understanding of the current workload of the Sheriff operations in
Wasco, the study obtained key internal service and performance data from the Sheriff's
Department for analysis. The consulting team also forwarded a law enforcement
services survey to seventeen (17) similar cities and their respective policing
departments, which included both internal municipal operations and Sheriff
substations. Ten (10) cities responded to the comparative survey: Shafter, Arvin,
California City and Tehachapi from Kern County; Oakdale and Riverbank from
Stanislaus County, Dinube from Tulare County; and Coalinga, Reedley and Sanger
from Fresno. Only one (Riverbank) of the ten cities currently contracts with the County
Sheriff's Department.
Calls-for-Service and Response Time

i-i

The most recent information on the Calls-for-Service ("CFS") in Wasco was obtained
and analyzed, containing calls information for the period from January 1 st, 2009 to
November 20th, 2009. As shown below in Table III-1, there were a total of 8,985 calls for
service during this approximately 10.5-month period. Nearly 99% of all calls were
Priority 2 and 3 calls.

Table 111-1.
Total Calls for Service, 11V09 - 11/20/09

Further analysis of the database shows that the three highest calls for service types are
for "audible burglary alarm," "patrol check," and "loud music." The data is supported
by observations made by stakeholders in the one-on-one interviews and group
meetings. Table IIII-2 below lists each calls-for-service type and its volume of events
that comprised at least 1 % of the total calls for the period of January 1 st through
November 20th. These call types comprised nearly 75% of all calls made during the
indicated period. Note that none of the call types with at least 1 % proportion of the
total were categorized as Priority 1 calls. The table below illustrates the types of calls
that were made in Wasco.
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3
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3
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2
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Table 111-2.
Types of Calls for Service
(Events at least 1% of CFS Total, 1/1/09-11/20/09)

To determine the level of calls for service during each day of the week, the project team
sampled calls-for-service during the months of February, June and October, as shown in
Table 111-3 below. The data shows that calls-for-service in Wasco rose on Fridays with a
high peak on Saturdays and then tapered off. This information suggests the need for
increased staffing levels during days when there is peak demand.

Table 111-3.
Number of Calls By Day of Week (February, June and October, 2009)
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The project team also examined the level of calls for service during the time of day.
Figure 111-1 shows the typical increase in calls for service as the day progresses. There
were clearly sharp increases in calls for service in the early morning between 6:00 am
and 8:00 am, and during the period of 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm (during which schools
close). Calls for service peaked between 8:00 pm and 10:00 pm.
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Figure 111-1.
Number of Calls by Time of Day (1/1/09-11/20/09)

In addition to assessing the volume of calls for service, the project team assessed how
quickly the Sheriff's Department responded to the calls in Wasco. The project team
found that its own data analysis is consistent with a report provided by the Department
showing average response times. Table III-4 below shows the average response times
(dispatched and arrived) for Priority 1 through4 calls during the three-month sampling
period. "Dispatched & Arrived" refers to the period of time between when the call was
dispatched to the field or to the officer, and when the officer arrives at the call site.
Average Times
Call Priority

Dispatched & Arrived

1

0:02:35

2

0:06:18

3

0:06:37

4

0:06:58

Table IIl-4.
Average Response Time (February, June and October, 2009)

In comparison to other similar agencies and the industry as a whole, Wasco's response
times are very low, which suggests that deputies respond to calls for service rapidly.
As discussed later in this chapter, Wasco had the second lowest average response time
for Priority 1 calls and the third lowest average response time for all calls. Wasco's
Priority 1 response time was more than 2 minutes faster than the median response of
the comparison group. Many factors contribute to a police organization's emergency
response time; therefore, there are not established national benchmarks for police
response time, although a response time to Priority 1 type of calls of under 4 minutes is
To provide additional perspective,
considered very good within the industry.
according to the 2007 National Crime Victimization Survey conducted by the U.S.
Department of Justice's Bureau of Justice Statistics, a cross section of police
organizations reported that 24. 9% of all violent crime calls (robbery, aggravated assault

-
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r

and simple assault) were responded to in less than 5 minutes, while 28.5% in 6-10
minutes, and 37.6%in between 11 minutes and 1 hour (the remaining are inore than 1
hour or unknown). Note that this survey did not provide the data set in smaller
increments below 5 minutes.

r
!

r

The project team's data analysis also reviewed Wasco deputies' response time during
the time of day for the entire 10.5-month period, as shown in Table ill-5 below. The
data suggests that Wasco deputies had been consistent in their response time to calls for .
service, even during peak evening hours. The only discrepancy was during 4:00 am
and 8:00 am, when response times were nearly 10 minutes, although this time period
accounted for only 6.2% of all calls during the period.

Total CFS
% ofTotal
Dispatched &

Arrived

r

559

297

221

308

601

749

866

999

991

996

1,181

911

6.4%

3.4%

2.6%

3.6%

6.9%

8.6%

10.0%

11.5%

11.4%

11.5%

13.6%

10.5%

0:07:59

0:04:03

0:10:03

0:09:53

0:07:58

0:06:36

0:07:52

0:06:45

0:06:48

0:06:08

0:06:06

0:07:28

Table 111-5.
Number of CFS and Average Response Time per Time of Day (111/09-11/20/09)

TS

Traffic Stop

3,367

46.9%

0:10:54

CG

Out on I nvestigation

3,292

45.9%

0:14:05

S u bject Stop

357

5.0%

0:12:12

Warrant Service

142

2.0%

0:41:06

SS
cs

S u rve i l l a nce

9

0.1%

2:48:35

SP

S u bject P u rsuit

5

0.1%

1:34:45

TP

Traffic P u rsuit

4

0 . 1%

2:34:52

Table 111-6.
Total Officer Initiated Activity, 1/1/09 - 11/20/09

r

r
r
r

r
I :

Deputy talks to someone who may look suspicious
12

r

r-i

Based on the data, Wasco deputies engaged in an average of 22.1 OIAs per day,
requiring nearly 13.5 minutes per OIA. Nearly 93% of all OIAs were defined as "traffic
stops" or "out on investigation." Upon request to clarify the types of activities that
constitute "out on investigation" OIAs, the Department provided the following
examples of "out on investigations":

City of Wasco
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Officer-Initiated Activity ("OIA") is often used to measure the level of proactive
policing activities employed by the police force. table ill-6 below shows the number
and type of OIA events during the 10.5 month period.

ClO
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Officer-Initiated Activity

•

r

Arroyo Associates, Inc.
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n

•

Deputy investigates a car parked in an alley or anywhere there may have been an
increase in burglaries

•

Deputy stops can sometimes be placed in this category (if it is abandoned)

•

Deputy stops a driver suspected of being under the influence of drugs

•

Deputy stops to talk to a citizen or give out stickers to children

The analysis also looked at the number of OIAs during the day of week and the time of
day. Over 1 9% of all OIAs during the 3-month sampling period occurred on a Friday,
as shown in Figure 111- 2 . This coincided with the day of the week when calls for service
is highest. Over47% of OIAs that occurred on Fridays were "traffic stops."
400
350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
Mon

Wed

Tue

Thu

Fri

Sun

Sat

Figure Ill-2.
Number of Officer Initiated Activities per Day of Week
(Feb, Jun, Oct, 2009)

Figure 111- 3 illustrates the volume of OIAs during the time of day.
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Figure Ill-3.
Number of Officer Initiated Activities per Time of Day
(1/1/09-11/20/09)
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r
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It appears that Wasco deputies conducted a significant proportion of OIAs during the
late evening hours from 8:00 pm to midnight. OIAs during this 4-hour window
comprised 26.4% of all OIAs conducted during the 10.5-month period. In addition to
having more OIAs occurring during the evening hours, Table III-7 below indicate that
deputies spent significantly more time on the OIA during the 8:00 pm to 10:00 pm
period. Deputies spent more than 18 minutes per OIA, compared to an overall average
of 13 minutes per OIA.

events
% ofTotal

r

r

606

374

197

452

419

651

632

682

591

684

1,009

880

8.4%

5.2%

2.7%

6.3%

5.8%

9.1%

8.8%

9.5%

8.2%

9.5%

14.1%

12.3%

0:14:30

0:11:19

0:15:50

0:08:12

0:15:12

0:11:55

0:11:43

0:10:49

0:13:26

0:13:15

0:18:10

0:13:23

Average Overall
Elapsed Time

Table 111-7.
Average Overall Elapsed Time Per OIA
. (VV09-1V20/09)

r

r

r

r

Summary: Calls-for-Service and OIA

The following are key workload and performance indicators for the Wasco substation
during the period of January 1st to November 20th, 2009:

r
r

•

Responded to 27.7 calls for service per day.

•

Responded to a call in an average of 6 minutes and 27 seconds; and 2 minutes
and 27 seconds for a Priority 1 call, which is an excellent response time.

•

Required an average of 34 minutes and 39 seconds to handle a call for service.
This average is typical for total call handling time, which has a range of 30 to 50
minutes per call.

•

Involved in an average of 22.1 officer-initiated activities per day.

•

Required an average of 13 minutes and 21 seconds for each OIA. This average
time may be perceived as low, but most OIAs are traffic stops.

Table III-8 below summarizes all calls for service and OIAs during the 10.5-month
period by the time of day. The data below indicates that the Wasco deputies were
highly active during the evening hours, particularly between the hours of 6:00 pm and
midnight, when call for service and OIA levels were high.

r

r
r

r

r

r

r
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559

297

221

308

601

749

866

999

991

996

1,181

911

0:07:59

0:04:03

0:10:03

0:09:53

0:07:58

0:06:36

0:07:52

0:06:45

0:06:48

0:06:08

0:06:06

0:07:28

0:45:45

0:46:34

0:49:08

0:35:09

0:37:33

0:35:12

0:36:07

0:36:38

0:35:59

0:38:17

0:39:51

0:36:00

606

374

197

452

419

651

632

682

591

684

1,009

880

0:14:30

0:11:19

0:15:50

0:08:12

0:15:12

0:11:55

0:11:43

0:10:49

0:13:26

0:13:15

0:18:10

0:13:23

Total CFS
Avg. Time from Call
Dispatched to Arrival
(Response Time)
Avg. Time from Call
Logged to Call Cleared
Total OIAs
Avg. Elapsed Time to
Complete an OIA

Table 111-8.
Calls-For-Service and Officer Initiated Activities
(1/1/09 - 11/20/09)

Comparative Analysis

Before the comparative analysis is discussed, it is important to note that the data
gathered should be considered with caution. In particular, during the course of the
comparative analysis, the project team suspected that certain data, such as calls for
service, officer initiated activity, and emergency calls (calls for certain types of incidents
deemed by the agency as requiring the highest response priority), may have been
collected or interpreted differently by law enforcement agencies. Some measures are
defined more consistently across these organizations, while other measures are not.
While the project team attempted to clarify the data as much as possible with the law
enforcement agencies in the comparison, it is likely that some discrepancies remain.
-

A total of ten (10) cities responded to the comparative survey: Shafter, Arvin, California
City and Tehachapi from Kern County; Oakdale and Riverbank from Stanislaus
County, Dinube from Tulare County; and Coalinga, Reedley and Sanger from Fresno.
Of the ten cities, only Riverbank contracts with the Sheriff's Department for police
services. The median total area size served by the cities law enforcement agencies
(excluding California City's 203 sq. miles, which is a statistical outlier) is 6.5 sq. miles,
which is slightly smaller than that (7.6 sq. miles) served by the Wasco Sheriff substation.
Based on estimated data as of January 1 st, 2009 from the California Finance
Department's Demographic Research Unit, the average population for the ten cities is
19,934, which is lower than the Wasco population of 25,434.
However, six cities in the comparison have state correctional facilities, of which their
inmate populations are included in the cities' total estimated populations. Hence, when
the project team compared the comparative data on a per capita (per 1,000 people)
basis, we subtracted the portion of each city's inmate population from its total recorded
population. Detailed survey results are summarized in Appendix B. Table 111-9 below
summarizes Wasco's key workload, staffing and performance measures compared to
the six comparable cities.
The comparative survey results generally show that crime rates in Wasco are
comparable on a per capita basis than the median of the 10 cities in the comparison.
City of Wasco
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There were 45.4 Part I crimes per 1,000 in Wasco, compared to the median of 45. 2 per
1,000 for the compared cities during the one-year period. Wasco's Part I crimes per
capita rate was the 5th highest number among the 11 cities included in the comparison.
Wasco's all-crimes per capita rate was also slightly higher than the compared median 15 2 .1 crimes per 1,000 , compared to the comparative average of 147.7 crimes per 1,000.
Among the 9 surveyed cities that provided data for all crimes, Wasco had the4th highest
per capita rate for all crimes.

City of

Median of

Wasco Rank

10 Comparable

Among 11 Cities

Wasco

Cities

(unless indicated)

City Population (1/1/2009)

25,434

19,608

2

City Population (excludes inmate population)

19,445

19,445

6

7.6

6.5

4

520.3

700.9

9/11

34.7

34.7

4/7

Square Miles Served
Citizen Initiated Calls-for-Service*
CFS per 1000
Time Consumed Per CFS
Response Time Average
Response Time - Emergency Calls

2.7

5.1

10

Response Time - All Calls

6.3

9.6

7/10

374.8

644.6

8

Officer Initiated Activity*
OIAs per 1000
Crime

"

Part I Crimes per 1000

45.4

45.2

5

All Crimes per 1000

152.1

147.7

4/9

Traffic Collisions
Injury Collisions per 1000

1.4

1.8

9

Non-Injury Collisions per 1000

6.8

8.9

7

Traffic Citations
Moving Violations per 1000

38.8

73.7

9/9

All Other Citations per 1000

54.l

46.9

5/10

168.0

192.5

8/10

86.3

73.2

4

99.4

25.9

1/7

0.82

1.3

11

0.154

0.138

5

Reports Written*
Reports Written per 1000
Arrests
Arrests per 1000
Cases Cleared
Cases Cleared per 1000
Total Sworn Allocation
Total Sworn Staff per 1000
Civilian Employees
Total Civilian Staff per 1000**

*Wasco numbers based on FY 2008-09 data.
**Excludes civilian classifications/functions that are provided by an unrelated Wasco City Department, provided centrally by the Sheriffs
Department, or is not provided in the City. These classifications are dispatchers, school resource officers, communih; services officers, animal
control officers, and other program staff

Table III-9.
Comparative Analysis Summary (2008)

Although the per capita all-crime rate appeared to be higher in Wasco than those in the
compared cities, Wasco had all lower incident and workload measures, with the
exception of the number of arrests made and classes cleared. Both injury and nonCity of Wasco
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injury traffic collisions per capita are significantly lower than the comparative median.
Furthermore, Wasco had the lowest number of moving and other citations on a per
capita basis. In fact, Wasco had the lowest moving violation citation rate of the nine
cities that reported this data. However, the Wasco Sheriff substation had the fourth
highest number of arrests made per 1,000 population and, of the seven cities that
provided data, Wasco deputies logged the most cases cleared per 1,000 .
While the Wasco Sheriff Deputies had the second fastest average response time for
emergency calls and third fastest response time for all calls, the city had 25 .8% fewer
citizen initiated calls for service per 1,000 than the median of the ten comparable cities
during the same period. This placed Wasco with the third lowest calls-for-service per
capita rate, only ahead of the cities of Sanger and Reedley.
Furthermore, the number of officer initiated activities per 1,000 in Wasco was 4 1. 9 %
lower than the median of the ten other cities in the comparison survey. Wasco also had
lower per capita rates for the number of reports written, placing eighth out of ten
agencies that provided data. However, Wasco had the fourth highest number of arrests
per capita out of all eleven agencies. Among the of the seven cities that provided this
information, the Wasco Sheriff's substation cleared the most cases per 1,000 , almost four
times the median number for the seven cities. However, it appears that the data
provided for cleared cases is not uniform, as some cities reported only cases dealing
with certain types or levels of crimes.
With respect to staffing levels, Wasco clearly had the lowest sworn staff levels per 1,000
population (37. 9% lower than that of the comparative median). As for civilian
personnel, the Wasco Sheriff's substation had the fifth highest number of civilian
employees per 1,000 population, when only clerical and administrative positions are
considered. In this comparison, the other law enforcement organizations reported
civilian classifications /functions that are provided by the City of Wasco (animal control
officer), provided centrally by the Sheriff's Department (communications dispatcher),
and not provided by either the City or Sheriff's Department (school resource officers,
community services officers, and other programmatic staff).
Wasco Staffing Analysis
-

-

-

Based on the CFS /OIA data and the comparative analysis, the Wasco police force were
generally found to be not as highly engaged in non-discretionary policing activities as
the officers in comparison cities, even though they respond to fewer calls for service and
write-up fewer traffic citations.
The data does show that Wasco deputies, in
comparison, clear more cases and make more arrests than the comparative median. As
noted earlier, Wasco's 16 sworn officers comprised the lowest per capita rate in the
comparative group, but the substation's three civilian employees are comparable to the
other cities on a per capita basis. Note that Wasco's lower staffing level does not fully
explain the relatively lower workload measures, since there were fewer citizen initiated
calls for service as well as fewer traffic collisions and written traffic citations.
City of Wasco
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While the comparative survey provides a helpful picture of how Wasco law
enforcement services compare to those in other similar cities, it does not provide for an
understanding of how Wasco deputies allocate their work time. Table III-10 below
estimates how deputies allocate their total available work hours to discretionary and
non-discretionary work, based on key assumptions and actual data. The two Senior
Deputies spend approximately 65% of their time conducting detective work, with
another 25%-35% of their time performing calls for service duties. According to the
Wasco station commanding officer, the Senior Deputies should ideally be fully
dedicated to detective work; however, the Sergeant stated that patrol and call for
service workload requires the direct participation of the Senior Deputies. For this
reason, we utilized 1 .0 FTE (rather than 2.0 FTEs) of the Senior Deputy position to
calculate and analyze current workload distribution.
Therefore, this analysis assumes the current staffing allocation of 14 deputies to direct
patrol duties; the officers work a 4-10 work schedule. Leave time is based on actual
number of employee holidays recognized by the Kern County government, and the
number of vacation and sick leave days for deputies with at least five years of services.
Other assumptions are based on actual workload data or industry estimates.

.
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1.0

14.0

. l/IJeeks/Yea r/FTE

52

728

Total Allocated Days/Yea r

208

2,9 1 2

Total Allocated Hou rs/Year

10 hrs/day

FTE Deputy Sheriff

:·�,;;.

�-

2,080

29,120

Vacation

18 days/yea r

144

2,016

H o l i days

11 days/year

88

1, 232

Sick Leave

8 d ays/year

64

896

Tra i n i ng

5 d ays/year

40

560

Daily Briefi ng

0.25 h rs/d ay

45

624

Breaks

2 b reaks/d ay

0.25 h rs/day

89

1, 249

Lunch

l l un ch/d ay

a.so h rs/d ay

89

1, 249

1,521

21,294

Ad ministrative Time

10 hrs/d ay

Patrol Time

Ca l ls-for-Service ( CFS)

10, 117 CFS

0. 5775 hrs/CFS

417

5,843

Arrests

1,427 arrests

2.0 h rs/a rrest

204

2,854

Report 1/1/riti ng

3,267 re ports

0.75 h rs/report

Total Non-Discretionary Time
Total Discretionary Time
%

of Total Allocated Hours
% of Total Available Hours

7, 288 OIAs

Officer In itiated Activities (OIA)

0. 2225 hrs/O IA

%

175

2,450

1,355

18,973

725

10,147

34.8%

34.8%

47.7%

116

609

Total Ava i l . Discretionary Tim e (after OIA)

29.3%

of Total Allocated Hours (after OIA)
Hours (after OIA)

40.0%

% of Total Available

47. 7%

1,622

8,526
29.3%

40.0%

Table 111-10.
Discretionary Time Analysis
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The analysis above suggests that a total of 10,147 discretionary hours are available for
the 14.0 Sheriff Deputies FTEs to perform proactive policing activities, representing
approximately 34.8% of total allocated officer hours or 47.7% of total available officer
hours. The calculation that is performed to determine proactive time is as follows:
Proactive Time %

"""!

'i

=

Discretionary Time (Total Available Time - Non-Discretionary Time)
Total Available Time (Allocated Time - Leave & Administrative Time)

Total available officer time is defined as the remaining hours after leave time and
administrative time are subtracted from total allocated time. In other words, available
officer hours represent time required to complete non-discretionary work plus time for
effective proactive, discretionary activities. Note that there is no written industry
standard for the percentage of an officer's time that should be available for proactive
work. Typically, an effective community policing program would target discretionary,
proactive time between 40% to 50% of total available officer time, as shown in Table III11 below:

•

This ta rget is the m i n i m a l l evel that should be targeted .

•

This l evel d oes not faci l itate high l evels of com m u n ity policing a ctivities beyo n d basic
p roactive efforts by field patrol u n its.

40%
•

Below this ti m e ta rget, proactive time tends to come in b locks that are too sma l l to be
p ro d u ctive for co m m u n ity policing work.

45%

50%

•

This ta rget a l l ows for a higher level of service, e n a b l i ng patrol officers to be i nvolved in
targeted a n d d i rected p roactive, co m m u n ity policing work.

•

This target represents extraord i n a ri ly high service l eve l .

•

Officers a re ava i l a b l e for a w i d e range of com m u n ity policing a ctivities.

•

The need fo r speci a l i zed or dedicated com m u n ity poli cing u n its is d i m i nish e d .

•

Beyo n d this time ta rget, p roactive ti me is usu a l ly an u n afford a b l e i nvestment a n d
i n effi cient d e p l oyment o f resou rces.

Table 111-11.
Proactive Time Target Levels

Ideally, proactive time should be around 45% of available officer time, which would
allow ample time for officers to engage in targeted and directed community policing
efforts. Once the proportion of time available for proactive work dips below 40% of
total available officer time, some researchers would argue that time available for
proactive work tends to come in blocks that are too small to be conducive for effective
community policing. On the other end of the spectrum, having proactive time
comprising over 50% of total available time is usually an unaffordable investment and
inefficient deployment of high-cost resources.
Currently, deputies on average spend 52.3%of their total available time (1,521 annual
hours) on non-discretionary work, with the remaining 47.7%of the time available for
discretionary, proactive work. Of the average 725 annual hours per officer available for
City of Wasco
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proactive work, each deputy averaged 116 hours (7.6% of a deputy's total available
time) annually that were accounted as Officer Initiated Activity. On a daily basis (4-10
schedule), each Sheriff Deputy had an estimated 3.5 hours available for proactive patrol
activities. We know that each deputy spent on average approximately 33 minutes per
day on recorded OIAs or discretionary proactive activities. This leaves the remaining
3.0 hours of potential discretionary time for each deputy to conduct more proactive
policing activities, such as community policing, more traffic enforcement, various
problem solving activities, and bike and foot patrols. Based on this analysis, this report
concluded that the current Sheriff staffing configuration in Wasco, based on existing
service and demand levels, allows for ample time for proactive work that,
unfortunately, does not appear to be occurring.
The project team also assessed the typical weekly and daily deployment schedule of the
Wasco Sheriff's substation. The staffing levels defined in the daily and weekly schedule
reflect the timing and volume of CFS and OIA discussed earlier in this chapter.
However, there is some concern about the level of staffing during certain times of the
day. One Sheriff Deputy can provide adequate coverage for the City during this period,
and rely on other deputies on patrol in surrounding unincorporated areas or officers
from the Shafter Police Department or the newly formed McFarland Police Department.
However, such a deployment is not optimal, because it poses safety concerns for the
lone deputy and may not be adequate to respond to certain emergency situations.
To better ensure a minimum level of two deputies at any time, it may be possible to re
shift deputies' work hours to provide for more coverage during certain times of the day,
although this would increase labor costs, as deputies earn a "shift differential" extra pay
for working during these hours of the day. Table III- 12 below illustrates the level of
staffing required to have a minimum level of deputy staffing for patrol coverage on a
2 4- hour, 7-days-per-week coverage. With at least one deputy covering each work shift,
Wasco would need approximately 5 0
. FTEs of sworn personnel under the 5 - 8 and 3- 12
work schedules, and slightly over 6.0 FTEs under a 4- 10 schedule (which is currently
used by the Wasco substation).
Work Schedule
Minimum Staff for 24/7 Coverage

5-8

2 Deputies

4-10

3-12

5.02

6 . 28

5.02

10.04

12.56

10.04

1 Deputy

No. of Deputies
5

Discretionary Time Available

6

12

10

0

139

406

626

% of Total Available Hours

0%

7%

20%

28%

Hours/Day/Deputy

0.0

0.7

2.0

3 .0

Hours/Year/ Deputy

Table IIl-12.
Number of Deputies Required for 24/7 Coverage
and Estimated Discretionary Time
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However, as shown in the second part of the table above, having 5-6 deputies providing
patrol would have detrimental consequences to service levels, as deputies would have
practically no discretionary time to engage in proactive policing activities. At 5-6
deputies, with the number of calls-for-service in the community remaining the same, as
well as the amount of time required to clear a service call, most, if not all, available
deputy hours would be dedicated to responding to calls-for-service. Furthermore, the
number of arrests made, traffic citations issued, and reports written would be
dramatically affected.
Hence, based on the most current data on service demand in the Wasco community, 5-6
deputies/ officers (or even 10) would not be sufficient to cover the non-discretionary
patrol work and to allow adequate time for discretionary, proactive policing activities.
A staffing level of 12 sworn personnel in a 4-10 work schedule structure is a more
appropriate and viable option. This would allow for a minimum of 2 deputies to
provide patrol coverage on a 24/ 7 basis and for each officer deputy to have on average
approximately 3 hours per work day to engage in discretionary policing work (or 28%
of available work hours, which is still in the industry recommended range).
Furthermore, the 3-12 work schedule is not ideal, as it presents some important risks,
namely the potential for officer fatigue, which affects judgment and decision-making.

-
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IV. CURRENT SHERIFF'S CONTRACT

In 1 9 81, the Wasco City Council decided to disband the City's police force due to cost
considerations and opted for a contract with the Sheriff's Department. The current
contract agreement between the County and City for the provision of law enforcement
services by the Sheriff's Department was executed on July 2 6th, 2005 for a period of five
years with an expiration date of June 30th, 20 10. The fully-loaded agreement covers all
direct and indirect costs, and currently provides for thirteen (13) deputies, two (2 )
senior deputies, one (1) sergeants, and three (3) records clerks. A lieutenant of the
North Area Substations Section oversees the Wasco City Substation, but his cost is not
included in the Wasco contract budget. Wasco is the only city in Kern County to
contract with the Sheriff's Department for law enforcement services; the City of
McFarland began operating its own police department on January 1st, 20 10 .
Cost of Contract Service

Starting in FY 2005 -0 6, the County increased its service contract with Wasco by
approximately 2 6%, due to a change in County policy requiring the Sheriff's
Department to recover all contract costs. To provide more cost detail, the project team
obtained the proposed Wasco budgets for the current fiscal year, as well as for those for
the past five fiscal years, as shown in Table IV- 1 below.
2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

$ 1,445,553

$ 1,984,689

$ 1,944,122

$2,056,841

$2,345, 7 1 8

$2,097,600

$85,625

$ 108,627

$ 107,904

$92,543

$ 1 10,470

$ 104,207

$0

$0

$0

$0

$51,303

$46,665

Vehicle, Gas & Maintena nce

$48,450

$ 121,500

$ 106,800

$ 106,800

$ 128,775

$ 132,000

An nual U niform Allowa nce

$ 12,600

$23,400

$ 12,800

$ 12,800

$ 13, 600

$ 14,400

Lia bility I nsurance

$46,958

$2,936

$45,326

$45,600

$65,457

$76,333

Dispatch Costs

$ 1 13, 699

$ 1 27,992

$ 146,801

$ 145,907

$ 155,027

$ 159,425

Office Supplies

$27,286

$32,241

$27,910

$27, 124

$25,846

$27,564

T rai ning Costs

$37,084

$49,043

$48,935

$56,950

$52,695

$60,279

Administ rative Costs

$79,100

$93,463

$ 105,453

$ 102,482

$97, 655

$ 10 1 , 147

$ 1,896,353

$2,543,891

$2,546,051

$2,647,047

$3,046,546

$2,819,620

15.75

16.00

16.00

16.00

16.00

16.00

2.25

3.00

3.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

18.00

19.00

20.00

19.00

Costs
Salaries & Benefits
Overtime
Shift Differentials

TOTAL
Sworn Personnel
Civilian Pers o n nel
Total Staffing Level

19.00

20.00

Table IV-1.
Proposed Sheriff's Department Service Contract Budget

The total contract cost for FY 200 9- 10 is $2 ,81 9,61 9. This decrease was due to the City
requesting a reduction of one administrative clerk position (from 4 to 3 non-sworn
employees) that was added to the staff in FY 2007-0 8. With the decrease in staffing,
total personnel-related costs for FY 200 9- 10 are expected to decline by 10 .3% from the
pnor year. Personnel-related costs per FTE declined by 5 .6% from the previous year
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(from $125,375 to $118,341), although the current per FTE cost is 7.4% to 10.1 % more
than those in the past four fiscal years (due primarily to the additional charge shift
differential pay). All other expenses in FY 2009-10 in total are expected to increase by
an average of 6% from the prior year. The FY 2009-10 cost items with the highest
increases are liability insurance costs (up 16.6%) and training costs (up 14.4%).
There are significant economies of scale available to the larger Sheriff's Department and
County government that may result in certain functions being performed at lower costs
than if the city were to operate its own police department. These cost items could
include vehicle and equipment maintenance, liability insurance, dispatch services,
training, and various administrative functions. In assessing the contract's historical
budget costs, the fluctuations in the various line items do not cause alarming concern.
While the costing computations used to derive the budget items in the contract can be
altered through contract negotiations, they are based on the Department's actual cost
for performing the functions, and have remained relatively the same over the years.
However, the growing concern with respect to future contract costs is the rising cost of
the Kem County's retirement system benefit. Recent significant losses in the Kern
County Employees Retirement Association's ("KCERA") investments have resulted in a
large unfunded liability of over $1 .2 billion that will trigger much higher County
contributions to the retirement system in the future. In December 2009, actuarial
recommendations indicate County Supervisors needed to invest an additional $35
million in the FY 2010-1 1 to fill the gap, hiking the annual County contribution to the
retirement system to $170.8 million from $135.6 million in FY 2009-10. This will
significantly increase the cost of Wasco's law enforcement contract services.
For FY 2010-1 1, County staff projects that retirement costs will spike to 54.19% of sworn
salaries, from 42.82% of salaries in the current FY 2009-10. The cost rate for civilian
retirement would increase from 33.51% to 39.83% in FY 2010-11 . As a result, if salaries
were to increase by 2.5% in FY 2010-11, next year's Wasco contract would see an
increase of over $143,000, as a result of the spike in the County's retirement costs alone.
County staff could not provide retirement cost projections for subsequent years, but the
County's contribution rate for sworn personnel into the retirement system will likely
continue to rise in the coming years. According to actuarial projections, KCERA's
funded liability - the amount of its pension obligation that is funded by its investments will drop to just more than 50% in 2013, before rebounding to 60% by 2018. The rise in
Kern County's retirement costs and, subsequently, in Wasco's law enforcement contract
with the Sheriff's Department should be seriously considered.
Budget Calculations

The project team conducted several discussions with the Sheriff's Department staff to
ascertain how the Department develops the annual budget, which is defined as follows.
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1) Personnel Costs
a. Regular Wages - To calculate the wages of personnel assigned to Wasco, the
Department utilizes the average salaries and benefits at the mid-range pay step.
For example, Sheriff Deputies ill have pay steps A through F, and the contract
budget uses the average salaries for a Step C deputy. According to Department
staff, there is usually a 4-5% salary difference between the steps and that most
deputies assigned in Wasco are in higher steps. The consultant team requested
data to verify this claim; however, the information was not provided.
b. Overtime Costs - Overtime is only calculated for assigned sworn personnel and
is based on a rate of 9% of total sworn salaries. The 9% rate is said to be a
Department wide average. Overtime benefits are calculated as 7.65% of the
overtime salary cost (average salary of mid-level pay step) for a total of $104,207
for FY 2009-10. Department staff indicated to the project team that the actual
overtime costs for Wasco operations are much higher, and provided data to
support this claim, as shown in Table IV-2 below.

303

WORKED H O LI DAY

699 .00

17.7%

32,552.01

18.0%

302

EXTE N D E D H O U RS

689.64

17.4%

3 2,302.67

17.9%

600

SPECIAL ASS I G N M E NTS

535.84

13.5%

25,736.48

14.2%

213

S H I FT REPLAC E M E N T/VACATION

352.53

8.9%

16,608.92

9 . 2%

101

COU RT W I TN ESS

300.98

7.6%

12,785 .78

7 . 1%

401

TRAI N I N G

277.00

7.0%

12, 118.24

6.7%

304

H O L I DAY ON Regular Day Off ( RDO)

234. 10

5.9%

7,687. 3 1

4.3%

201

M I N I M U M STA F F I N G

195 . 10

4.9%

8,970.77

5 . 0%

211

S H I FT REPLAC E M ENT/POST

187.03

4.7%

8,690.49

4.8%

212

S H I FT REPLACE M E NT/SICK LEAVE

100.03

2.5%

4,822.29

2.7%

215

S H I FT REPLACE M E NT/ Com p Time Off (CTO)

80.33

2.0%

3,595.50

2.0%

405

TRAI N I N G STU D E NT-POST

69.53

1.8%

3,497.02

1.9%

301

CALL O U T

48.62

1 . 2%

2,733 .42

1.5%

502

STA F F M E ETI N GS

43.50

1 . 1%

1,965.63

1 . 1%

210

S H I FT REPL.AC E M E NT/STC

36.00

0.9%

1,744.12

1.0%

407

RAN G E

28.53

0.7%

1, 235 . 18

0.7%

503

P U BLIC M E ETI N GS

20.06

0.5%

1,216 . 19

0.7%

220

S H I FT REPLACE M E NT/FA I R

12.00

0.3%

453.06

0.3%

214

S H I FT REPLACE M E NT/I N D U STRIAL I NJ U RY

12 .00

0.3%

476 .23

0.3%

402

TRAVEL TI M E

9.53

0.2%

455 .96

0.3%

408

TRAI N I N G STU D E NT-NON STC/POST

8.00

0 . 2%

372 .43

0 . 2%
0.2%
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103

BAI L I F F/CO U RT G U ARD/P E R I M ETE R SECU RITY

7.03

0 . 2%

384.04

708

SPECIAL OPE RATIONS

6.00

0 . 2%

305.56

0.2%

102

CO U RT WITN ESS/CIVI L S U BP

2.00

0 . 1%

. 79.38

0.0%

501

I NTERNAL AFFAI RS/DISCI P LI N E

2.00

0 . 1%

75.52

0.0%

r
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Table IV-2.
Sheriff Overtime Hours and Cost, FY 2008-09
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The overtime data indicated that over $158,000 in overtime costs were logged for
direct services in Wasco in FY 2008-09. An additional $22,000 in overtime costs
were logged for supplemental law enforcement services in Wasco. Table IV-2
above shows the different categories of overtime logged for both direct and
supplemental services rendered for the Wasco contract. Note that a total of 64
sworn personnel and 5 civilian personnel logged the overtime hours for Wasco
operations listed in the figure above.
In our comparative analyses, we could not find detailed information on how
other cities charge for overtime. However, we found that two cities that contract
with the Stanislaus County Sheriff's Department pay approximately 6.7% of total
salary costs. For additional comparative purposes, the total overtime cost (both
sworn and civilian) for the entire Sheriff's Department is approximately 14.4% of
total salaries and benefits in FY 2009-10. For the same fiscal year, the overtime
cost charged to the Wasco contract is 5.0% of total salaries and benefits.
c. Shift Differentials - Recently negotiated trough the MOU, this line item
compensates officers who work between the times of 21 :00 to 07:00 at a rate of
7.5% of salary. The shift differentials only apply to four assigned deputies and
one senior deputy sheriff.
2) Transportation Costs
Vehicle Lease - The City pays the cost for vehicle, gasoline and maintenance for 16
vehicles assuming 15,000 driven miles per year and based on a rate of $0.55 per mile.
3) Personal Equipment
Annual Uniform Allowance - The City pays for 16 sworn personnel at a rate of $900
each.
'-!

4) Liability Insurance
Liability Insurance - The County pro-rates costs on a per deputy cost of $4,698 per
year and a per civilian cost of $391 per year. The Department indicates that sworn
personnel account for 90% of the Department's total liability insurance cost.
5) Dispatch Costs
Dispatch Costs - The County pro-rates these costs on a per vehicle/unit cost of
$9,964, based on a total of 400 units in the Department. The amount charged to the
Wasco contract is approximately 4.0%of the total Department dispatch cost. The
project team requested information to compare Wasco's calls-for-service volume
with that of other areas serviced by the Sheriff's Department. That information was
not provided. However, the Department provided 2009 data that showed a total of
21,308 logged policing events in Wasco, comprising 7.7% of all events in Kern
County. Note that it is unclear what the proportion of these events were attributed
to calls-for-service, and which were officer-generated.
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6) Office Supplies
Office Machines, Phones, Etc. - The County pro-rates these costs on a per authorized
staff cost of $1,45 1 . The budget assumes a total of 19 employees assigned to Wasco.
7) Training Costs
Training - Costs are only for sworn personnel. Again, the County pro-rates the cost
based on a per sworn officer cost of $3,767.
8) Administrative Costs
Administrative/Overhead - The County pro-rates these costs on a per employee
cost of $5,324. The budget assumes a total of 19 employees assigned to Wasco. The
Department identifies the following costs, based on FY 2007-08 that comprise the
administrative costs, as shown in Table IV-3:

r

r
r

r
r

1-i

M a i ntena nce E q u i p ment

309, 1 19.33

Medical Denta l & La b S u p p l ies

24, 655.46

M e m b ersh i p s

22,804.21

Office Expense - Books/Su bscri ptions

3 2,549 . 7 1

Professional a n d Speci a l Services (PSS)

1,677,699 .44

PSS/Em pl oyee Physica ls

1, 140,604.54

PSS/Data Processing

90, 107.06

PSS/Blood Tests

3, 125.65

PSS/H ospita l Service Charges

2,828.42

P u b l i cations a n d Legal N otices

609.86

Rents & Leases, E q u i p ment

323,357.72

Rents & Leases, Structu res

674, 177.53

Speci a l Departmental Expense (SDE)
SOE M isce l l a n eous

5 2,984.05
1,390,626.50

SOE/Ph otogra phy & Fi ngerprint

30,982.56

Tra nsportation & Travel (TI)/l nvestigative Travel

2,050.46

l/F - TI/ F u e l

4,532.62

TI/Perso n a l Vehicle M i leage

1,567.92
442, 202 . 1 2

TI/Out of Cou nty

34,983.59

TI/Other Tra nsportation

Table IV-3.
Department Wide Administrative Costs

A summary matrix of the comparative analysis of other Sheriff's police services
contracts can be found in Appendix C.
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V.

-

COMPARISON OF SERVICE ALTERNATIVES

This chapter of the report reviews the various law enforcement service configuration
options available to the City of Wasco, namely: 1) continue to contract for police
services from the Kem County Sheriff's Department; and 2) establish an independent,
city-operated Wasco Police Department. The City is interested in considering not only
whether it is feasible to continue or not to continue the Sheriff contract at this time, but
whether this decision can change over time. In the previous chapters, we have
developed projections for future population growth and service demand, as well as
estimated staffing levels required to meet potential increases in population and service
demand. This chapter will also discuss the advantages and disadvantages associated
with each service delivery approach.
Contracting with the City of Shafter

addition to the two primary service configurations, two other options were
considered: a) contracting for law enforcement services from an adjacent municipal
police department (City of Shafter); and b) forming a regional Police Department with a
Joint Powers Authority structure (most viably with the City of Shafter).
In

There are certainly benefits to having the City of Shafter provide law enforcement
services in Wasco. First, Shafter and Wasco are neighboring cities; the centers of the
two cities are approximately 8 miles apart, divided by a thin sliver of unincorporated
area. As such, the cities have had a long history of sharing regional issues, including
crime and other law enforcement concerns. Having one police department provide law
enforcement in the two cities may result in better regionally coordinated crime
prevention. Secondly, there is strong interest on the part of the City of Shafter in
providing services in Wasco; the city would be receptive to operating a substation in
Wasco, minimizing distance and travel issues. Thirdly, the Shafter Police Department is
a full-service law enforcement service organization with a newly constructed and well
equipped police facility. This would reduce some concern that Wasco would receive a
lower level of service if the Shafter Police Department were responsible for law
enforcement.
Despite these potential benefits, having the City of Shafter provide a full-service law
enforcement contract was determined not to be a feasible option for several key reasons.
First, community stakeholders placed a high level of importance on having more local
control with law enforcement services in Wasco. As in any contractual relationship,
there is concern that Wasco would have limited control over police operations and
personnel, and that the community would be relegated to secondary priority. If a
dispute were to arise between the two parties, dealing with a small local, neighboring
city may present additional difficulties. Secondly, while the Shafter Police Department
is an established, well-equipped law enforcement agency, it remains a relatively small
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police organization. A service contract with the City of Shafter, instead of a Sheriff's
service contract, would likely mean that the City of Wasco would lose the many
advantages of being part of a very large organization. These benefits include greater
access to enhanced personnel recruitment and retention, better law enforcement
training resources, wider range of specialized equipment and services (such as SWAT,
gang suppression units, helicopter services, among others), as well as overall economies
of scale that could provide more flexibility in controlling cost. Lastly, a service contract
with the City of Shafter would involve certain start-up costs for which the City of
Wasco may be responsible, such as equipment purchases and personnel recruitment.
The JPA regional police department option was also not a viable option because the
incentives for the City of Shafter to enter into such a JPA are very limited. The JPA
arrangement is more appropriate in scenarios where two cities decide to consolidate
their police departments or certain law enforcement functional units (such as
emergency communications, dispatch or records).
·
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While this report does not consider contracting with the City of Shafter for full-service
law enforcement as a viable option, there are certain auxiliary services - such as
dispatch, property I evidence and jailing - that could be contracted from the City of
Shafter if the City of Wasco were to decide to establish its own police department. Since
the Shafter Police Department has a full-service facility with expansion capabilities,
contracting for these auxiliary services would be economically feasible, minimizing
significant start-up costs associated with providing these services in-house.

r

Comparative Criteria

r

The police services analysis study conducted for the City of Tehachapi in 2006 identified
fifteen criteria to be used for the comparison between continuing with the Sheriff's
service contract and establishing a local, municipal police department. As shown in
Table V-1, this study utilizes the same criteria to compare these options with respect to
the City of Wasco:
The City's a b i l ity to control or influence the cost of b u d get l i n e items. It is
i m p o rtant to note that typically i n polici ng, the vast m ajority of cost is
1

Cost Control

associated with salaries and benefits, partic u l a rly th ose of sworn perso n n e l .
T h e City's a b i l ity t o d evelop m u t u a l ly benefi cia l t i e s between officers a n d
the com m u n ity t h e y serve . Th is req u i res time, as well as a p a rticu l a r

2

Community Ties

a p p roach t o recru itment, assignment a n d overall pol icing strategy.
The reporti ng re lationsh i p and accou nta b i l ity betwee n the City (City
M a n ager and City Cou nci l ) and the ch ief law enforce ment officer in the City

3

Executive Accountability

(either the Chief of Pol ice or Sheriffs Department representative ) .
T h e City's a b i l ity to esta blish a u n i q uely Wasco policing a p p roach as d efi ned

I""'
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r

r

r

r
r

by the range and type of pol icing servi ces ta rgeted for the City. The a b i l ity
4

Community-Specific Policing
Style

to "brand" the organization through the d evelopment of the City's stated
law enforcem ent m i ssion, visio n/ va l u es a n d strategic i n itiatives.

Continues on the following page.
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The City's a b i l ity to set a n n u a l service goa ls, esta blish operatio n a l priorities
5

Setting Goals, Priorities and
Performance Measures

and d i rect resou rces to specifi c problems; this a lso i n volves the a b i lity to
freely cha nge goa ls, and shift priorities and resou rces based u p o n need .
The type, stru cture a n d t i m e l i n ess of polici ng-related data a n d i nformation
made ava i l a b l e to the City for review a n d oversight, wit h i n the l i m its of

6

Information Resources

legisl ative m a n d ates.
The City's a b i l ity to control and oversee recru itment, testing, and selection

7
8

Personnel Selection
Vacancy Factors

of perso n n e l .
Ti m e a n d costs associated w i t h carryi ng a n d fi l l i ng o f vaca nt positions.
Ti m e a n d costs of a d ministrative fu nctions, such as h u m a n resou rces,
i nformation tech nology, fi n a n ce, veh i cle/ra d i o m a i ntena nce, a n d facil ities

"""

9
10

Administrative Issues
Scalability, Growth and
Downsizing

u p keep to s u p port the policing fu ncti o n .
T h e e a s e i n w h i c h the policing fu nction ca n be exp a n d ed o r contracted
based o n budgetary resou rce ava i l a b i l ity.
The ease in which the City has i nfl uence over d isci p l i n a ry iss u es, s u ch as the
h a n d ling of a n u n a ccepta ble performer that may req u i re d isci p l i n e a n d/or

11
12

Personnel Discipline
Breadth and Depth of Personnel
Experience

remova l .
The range and l evel o f experi ence i n t h e p o l icing workforce; t h i s i n c l u d es
specia lty assig n m ents, on-the-job tra i n i ng, a n d a reas of expertise.
The range of promotiona l o p port u n ities and specia lty assig n ments to
m a i nta i n a n d retai n a motivated workforce. This includes exposu re to

13

Career Development and
Succession Planning

u n i q u e tra i n i ng op portu n ities, assign ment to positions of i ncreased
responsi b i l ity, a n d othe r career d evelopment/promotion o pport u n ities.
N u m ber of h o u rs and costs associated with p roviding suffici ent ski l l s
tra i n i n g t h a t meets or exceeds City and State expectations a n d

14
15

Cost of Training
Total Cost of Policing

1-i

req u i rem ents.
All i n cl usive costs associated with a variety of policing a lternatives.

Table V-1.
Comparative Criteria

Cost Control
It appears from the study's comparative analysis that most cities that contract for Sheriff
law enforcement services do not have much control over increasing county costs,
whether they are due to overall budgetary constraints or employee salary increases. In
most of the cities surveyed, their contracts stipulate that the county has the authority to
set rates annually. The county is obligated to provide notice to the city when such cost
increases are established. The city often has the ability to decrease the level of service,
but not to a level that is determined by the Sheriff's department not to provide a
minimum level of police services required by the needs of the community.
Hypothetically, the Wasco Police Department can negotiate an MOU agreement directly
with employee organizations for wages, benefits and working conditions and, therefore,
has the opportunity to control costs and establish a budget that within the City's ability
to administer. With a Sheriff's department contract, the City is not at the bargaining
and negotiating table with county employees. Costs of contract services are negotiated
annually and can be increased as a result of labor negotiations. H the City is unwilling
or unable to pay for the rise in cost, the service contract can be modified by a reduction
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in service levels provided. With salaries and personnel-related costs averaging over
81 % of the annual Sheriff's Wasco service contract in the past five years, it is
understandable that the City would seek to have more control over costs. The existing
FY 2009-10 contract's average personnel cost per FTE is at $118,341, which is a less than
1 % decrease from the FY 2008-09 cost per FTE, but represents more than a 10% increase
from that in FY 2007-08.
Community Ties
A city can implement programs that provide incentives for sworn personnel to establish
closer ties with the community, such as take-home vehicles provided to employees who
live in or within a particular vicinity of the city, low interest mortgage loans for homes
purchased in the city, and job evaluation incentives for off-duty community activities.
As a contract city, Wasco has no control over determining such incentives and
evaluating the job performance of the deputies assigned to the City. As a result, the
City is limited in how it can encourage more community participation and involvement
of the deputies assigned to the contract.
Executive Accountability
city police departments, the city manager is responsible for hiring of a chief of police,
who typically serves as an "at-will employee." The Wasco contract with the Sheriff's
Department does not provide for any City input or participation in the selection of the
Sergeant who serves as the local chief of police. In certain county contracts for policing
services, the city manager may be in a position to negotiate for a certain sheriff's
manager; however the final decision rests with the Sheriff. The city manager typically
does not conduct performance reviews, determine the compensation package, or has
the ability to incentivize the commanding officer assigned to the city. In some service
contracts, performance measures can be negotiated as a part of a contractual
arrangement; however, the Sheriff makes the final decision in assigning the
commanding officer for the service contract.
In

this study's assessment of other Sheriff's contracts in California, we found that in San
Clemente, the chief of police is expected to report directly to the city manager, who has
an input in work deployment. The same is true in the City of Patterson. Any long-term
shift deployment change will be reported to the San Clemente City Council.
In

The existing Wasco contract with the Sheriff's Department stipulates that the North
Areas Substations Division Commander (Lieutenant) or his designate attend meetings
of the City Council and/ or commission and board meetings. In the study's review of
the minutes of 24 City Council regular meetings in 2009, the assigned Sergeant attended
20 council meetings, while a Senior Deputy attended 2 such meetings and the Division
Commander attended one meeting with the Sergeant. There were two Council
meetings at which no Sheriff representatives were present. In a review of FY 2009-10 (7
meetings thus far) and FY 2008-09 (12 meetings) meeting minutes of the Wasco Union
High School District Board of Trustees, we found that a Sheriff representative did not
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attend any of these meetings. The minutes of only three 2009 meetings of the Wasco
Union Elementary School District were available for review; none had the attendance of
Sheriff personnel.
the comparative analysis, several contracts defined the level of participation of
Sheriff's representatives at city meetings.
Serving as the chiefs of police, the
substations' commanding officers are often required to attend city council meetings. It
is unclear whether Sheriff's representatives attended these cities' council meetings on a
regular basis, or whether they attended other meetings, such as city commissions and
school boards.
In

Community-Specific Policing Style
A city can establish its own policing "brand" or approach to meet the unique needs,
priorities and interests of the community. This may include types of officers hired,
specific programs and services, methods of enforcement, and the overall policing style
and approach. One of the primary drivers for a community to decide to establish its
own police department is the ability to direct the department with a specific mission
and organizational culture, and to establish a set of values and priorities consistent with
those of the community.
The relationship between the public and a local police department is generally seen as
closer and more personalized. The lack of this "personal" relationship between the
Sheriff's Department and the Wasco community was a major issue for stakeholders.
Such a relationship could exist in a contractual work environment. However, the
transitory nature of County deputy assignments, promotions and lateral movement
may prevent the fostering of long standing community relationships or implementation
of a consistent policing approach uniquely tailored to the community.
Setting Goals, Priorities and Performance Measures
any government service delivery system, an effective relationship between
management and operations should involve the establishment of shared goals and
priorities, and the regular engagement in dialogue and discussion. Note that both a
police department and a contractual police service arrangement can result in shared
measurements of performance, annual assessments and service enhancements.
However, this is more difficult in a contractual relationship because differing
organizational issues and contractual requirements often create difficulties for both
parties to share mutual interests.
In
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For example, Wasco stakeholders' interest in maintaining deputy assignment continuity
and longevity conflicts with the Sheriff's Department's need for personnel promotion
and development. Furthermore, while stakeholders may want to have more local
control, the Sheriff management/ executive reports directly to the elected Sheriff. On
the other hand, a local police chief reports directly to the city manager and city council,
allowing citizens to have greater input. While these issues can be addressed with
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stronger, more detailed .contractual language between the city and county, there would
likely be an ongoing challenge to align the interests and priorities of the two parties.
Information Resources
Information is not only critical in performing law enforcing work, it is also important
for civilian management to provide appropriate oversight of law enforcement services
in the jurisdiction. A city with its own police department can have its reporting
requirements, data collection processes, as well as reporting frequency. City managers
can also require its police department to provide information necessary for decision
making without having to navigate a large organizational hierarchy, such as a large
county law enforcement department. However, in a contractual relationship, there may
be a contractual obligation on the part of the county to deliver such customized
reporting to the city. But access to information afforded to cities in a contractual
relationship are often restricted or determined by a variety of factors, including
confidentiality requirements, operational law enforcement necessity, or even the current
relationship between the city manager and the Sheriff representatives currently
assigned to the contract.
Personnel Selection
Within legal mandates, a city can establish and maintain its own recruitment, testing,
hiring, selection and promotional processes. Minimum standards are established by the
California Commission on Peace Officers Standards and Training (POST), however once
established, cities can select from qualified candidates with some limitations. While a
contract city may influence the Sheriff's department on prioritizing certain personnel
qualifications for assignment to the city, the ultimate authority lies with the Sheriff's
management in terms of selection and assignment of personnel to the local station. A
city with its own police department can select personnel it deems most qualified to
implement its local law enforcement priorities.
In this study's assessment of other Sheriff's contracts in California, the project team
found that in the cities of Patterson, Riverbank and Dublin, the contracts indicate that
the selection of the chief of police requires approval of both the city and Sheriff. In
Patterson, the Sheriff must provide a list of candidates during a chief vacancy to the
City Manager. In Patterson, the contract stipulates that the city manager will fill the
position, while in Riverbank, the city manager reviews and/ or interviews candidates
and makes a recommendation to the Sheriff. Moreover, in Riverbank, the city manager
and mayor must be involved in any pay for performance review of the chief of police.
In Dublin, if there is a dispute in the selection of the chief of police, the Sheriff has the
authority to make the final decision.
Vacancy Factors
The hiring of law enforcement personnel is an extensive and time-consuming process,
particularly for smaller jurisdictions that must compete with larger organizations for
qualified candidates. Hence, filling a sworn vacancy can require a high level of staffing
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and financial resources for a small or even midsized police department; such costs are
not only associated with the department, but also with the other city departments.
Furthermore, a department must have a specific deployment level to maintain
minimum staffing levels; during vacancies, maintaining these levels may require
overtime and adjustment of assignments. On the other hand, under a contractual
arrangement, a Sheriff's department can be contractually or operationally obligated to
fill these vacancies with personnel from within the larger agency. Limited personnel
resources can clearly be a significant burden for a city, while a large county department
can address these staffing gaps by shifting the deployment of its large workforce.

i-,
I

As stated in the current Kem County Sheriff-Wasco contract, the basic level of services
to be provided is "continuous twenty-four hour per day patrol service and response to
calls at a level not less than that provided by the Sheriff in adjacent areas of the County,
including related back-up and auxiliary services, such as reserves, investigative,
criminalistic, supervisorial, and traffic service functions." All employees dedicated to
the City are scheduled to work 40 hours per week, less vacation, sick leave, or any other
approved or mandated times away from work. They are not replaced during these
periods of absence, unless there is a determination that there is not sufficient staffing to
provide necessary levels of law enforcement services.
While the current contract structure defines a staffing level, it does not guarantee
minimum staffing. Standard practice is to have at least two patrol officers at any given
time in the City. In our assessment of nine other Sheriff contracts in California, we
found that the contracts of only two cities (Patterson and Riverbank of Stanislaus
County) stipulate that the Sheriff's Department must maintain a minimum of two patrol
deputies on duty on a 24-hour/ 7-days-per-week basis. The Patterson contract provides
for relief deputy to backfill this minimum level at not to exceed 1,040 hours per year. In
response to a question about staffing levels, the Sergeant in charge in Wasco indicated
that on average, at least 3 patrol units are utilized per shift. At peak hours, there will be
at least 4 cars.

Administrative Issues

i-i

Operating a municipal police department often results in additional administrative
burdens for a city. These additional responsibilities (and their associated costs) include
human resource management, vehicle and radio maintenance services, and finance and
budget operations. Furthermore, there is a need for an administrative staff to handle
the day-to-day activities of the local police department. Some of the costs of providing
these services and activities is likely to be borne by other city departments. In a law
enforcement contract, the costs associated with these administrative functions are likely
to be paid by the city as county overhead that is incorporated into the contract.

-
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Scalability, Growth and Downsizing
Police department budgets generally represent 30-45% of a city's general fund. When a
city is in economic hardship, it may need to reduce overall expenditures, including
those to support policing services. In mid- to small-range police agencies, a reduction
can amount to a significant cut in resources at any time. Such uncertainties can create
future recruitment problems for the smaller municipal police departments, as well as
the challenge of handling personnel layoffs and morale related issues. In a contract
service scenario, the city can request that the County adjust the contractual amount and
reduce the service levels accordingly. However, contract changes must usually be
accomplished on an annual or contract renewal basis. It is the responsibility of the
Sheriff's department, not the city, to absorb the contract budget reductions and
reallocated them to other parts of the larger organization. In the future, if the city were
to request reinstatement of service levels, such can be added back into the contract by
the Sheriff's department when feasible.

Personnel Discipline
Personnel discipline and termination is often difficult, time consuming and costly. It is
more so for the discipline and termination of sworn personnel. Note that such actions
result in additional cost burdens, such as administrative needs, hiring to fill vacancies,
and overtime needed to fill staffing gaps. Under contract situations, the city may
express opinion regarding the employee and his/her discipline and, in some cases,
termination; but the final decision rests with the county department. In addition, a city
may not be aware or made aware of the actual misconduct or the associated disciplinary
process. With a municipal police department, the city has the opportunity to determine
appropriate conduct and influence disciplinary action.

Breadth and Depth of Personnel Experience
The type and level of public safety issues in Wasco is not to the extreme or as extensive
as the issues that may impact other areas and communities in Kern County. Hence,
Wasco Police Department officers would likely not be exposed to the variety of policing
needs experienced in other County areas. A new police department's initial hiring of
lateral officers can provide a level of veteran experience, a small municipal police
department's ability to provide the breadth of experience over time is limited.
However, on the other hand, the localized experience of these officers can be viewed as
a greater benefit in a municipal, relatively low-crime policing environment. In a
contractual arrangement, expertise is generally available on an ad-hoc basis and often
considered as administrative overhead, unless it is extended for longer periods of time.

Succession Planning/Career Development
As alluded to earlier, small- and mid-sized police departments are typically limited in
providing avenues for specialized assignments or promotional opportunities for its
personnel. These smaller departments can rotate shifts and assignments, as well as
develop specific training, to expand officer responsibilities. A lack of emphasis on
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career development can lead to staff turnover or jeopardize effective succession
planning. With a Sheriff's contract, assigned deputies usually have more opportunities
for promotion, movement to specialized assignments, and / or lateral assignments to
other patrol areas or contract jurisdictions. However, this may lead to a high level of
deputy turnover. As is the case in Wasco, the high turnover of deputies assigned to
Wasco, as a result of promotion and specialized or lateral assignments, has been a
serious issue of concern for community stakeholders.

Cost of Training
The State of California POST establishes minimum levels of professional training for all
sworn personnel. For smaller police agencies, these minimum training requirements
help to ensure that their sworn workforces are well-rounded but generalist in training
and expertise. However, there are likely specialized training that officers of a local
police department may need in order to perform particular tasks and functions
appropriately and effectively. Particularly when the specialized training is required of
all officers, training costs and other associated expenses (overtime) are likely to rise.
Under a Sheriff's contractual arrangement, not all deputies would need to be trained;
the officer with the specialized training would be called in to perform the needed
function. The Sheriff's larger pool of personnel would also allow the department to
minimize the costs associated with training. However, as noted earlier, the City has
limited control or influence if the Sheriff's training priorities change or cost of training
rises significantly.

Total Cost of Policing

-

The County of Kern changed its contracting policy in FY 2005-06 to recover the full cost
of providing law enforcement services in the County's contractual arrangements. H a
county had actual full cost recovery, one can assume that the cost difference between a
service contract and a municipal police department would, therefore, primarily be
dependent on salaries and wages. However, the significant economies of scale available
to the larger Sheriff's Department and County government may result in certain lower
costs than if the city were to operate its own police department. These cost items could
include vehicle and equipment maintenance, liability insurance, dispatch services,
training, and various administrative functions.
For example, the Sheriff's Department charges the City for dispatch services based on
the number of vehicle units assigned to the City, resulting in a charge of $159,425 to the
City in FY 2009-10. This amount is significantly less than what the City would likely
expense if it were to operate its own police department, either through in-house
dispatch operation or dispatch contract. Lastly, establishing a police department
requires significant start-up financial resources that many small jurisdictions simply do
not have.
On the other hand, the driving force behind the rapidly rising cost of law enforcement
in California is sworn retirement benefits. As of December 2009, the Kern County

-
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Employees Retirement Association (KCERA) - which experienced a 20% value
reduction in its investments between July 1, 2008 and June 30, 2009 owed its retirees
$1 .2 billion more than it had. The County's retirement plan had only 69% of the money
it needs to fund future pension obligations to its retirees and employees. This
substantial unfunded liability means that the County's contribution to the retirement
system will rise significantly.

r
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the current FY 2009-10, the already generous retirement costs of the Sheriff's sworn
personnel was 42.82% of salaries; for FY 2010-11, staff projects that retirement costs will
spike to 54.19% of salaries. As a result, if all cost items were to remain the same, the
increase in sworn retirement costs alone would result in an approximately $122,000
increase in the Wasco contract amount. A city would theoretically have more control in
managing these costs, from the beginning in setting the levels for retirement benefits
and through ongoing labor negotiations. Furthermore, the City would likely participate
in a larger retirement fund, such as CalPERS, which is not expected to experience wide
fluctuations in value as that experienced by KCERA.
In

Comparative Analysis

Table IV-2 below summarizes the evaluation of each of the two service delivery options
based on the criteria established and described in the prior section.
:,:.·,�
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Cost Controls

City sets a n d n egotiates a l l s a l a ry and

City has no i n p ut i nto Cou nty contracts,

benefits, agre e ments a n d a p p roves all

has l i m ited control over cost fl u ctuations,

p u rchases, contracts a n d gra n t

and d oes not receive d i rect benefit of

a p p lications. E l i g i b l e for d i rect grants a n d

grants or asset forfeitu re seizu res u n less

asset forfeiture seizu res.

the contract specifies.
City is not i n a position to offer d i rect
i n centives or make com m u n ity

2

Community Ties

City ca n provi de d i rect i ncentives and

i nvolvem e nt as part of perform a n ce

d i rect performance expectations. City

expectations. The leve l of d eputies' ties

ca n receive d i rect feedback fro m offi cers

to the loca l com m u n ity a p pears to be

rega rd ing com m u nity activities.

based on m a nagement style of Sheriff's
assigned com m a n d personnel and ca n be
i nfl uenced through contract negotiation.

There wou l d be d i rect d a i ly reporting
3

Executive
Accountability

relationship betwee n the Chief of Police,
City M a n ager, City Council, a n d
com m u n ity.
City Cou ncil a n d City M a n ager ca n

4

Community
Specific Policing
Style

d evelop a shared vision, a n d e m p hasize
City va lues and mission as a p a rt of a
strategi c a n d tota l com m u n ity pol icing
p h i losophy.

City can i nfl u ence reporting relationship
but accounta b i lity rests with the Sheriff
and assigned com m a n d staff.
M ay be acco m p lished with contract u a l
la nguage t h a t identifies specific
com m u n ity pol icing strategies, but
i ngrained orga nizati o n a l cu ltu re may
resist the com m u n ity's need for a u n i q u e
pol icing i d entity a n d b ra n d .

Continues on the following page.
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Goal Setting/
Priorities and
Performance
Measure

Di rect a n d ongoing d a ily d i a logue
between City Departments and the
Pol ice Department. I nfl uence is d i rect
with the a b i l ity to modify d i rection in a
spontaneous m a n ner.

of the City M a nager, City Cou n ci l and the
6

Police Department on a n o ngoi ng,
frequent basis via IT. Ca n i nterl i n k with
Cou nty and d eve l o p sta nd a l o n e system
of cri m e a n a lysis.

esta blish specific q u a l ifi cations, testi ng
criteria and a p p oi ntment a uthority with

Personnel Selection

performance measurement criteria. But
there is a n ongoing c h a l l e nge i n e n s u ring
that the interests of the two parties a re
I n formation is not rea d i ly ava i l a b l e to the
City, a n d is d i ctated by Cou nty p o l icy o r
s i m p l y by the City's relationship with
assigned perso n n e l . May be i m p roved
a n d negotiated as a p a rt of the
contract u a l performa nce measurement
criteria.

The City a n d the Police Department can

7

mod ifications a n d esta b l ished

a l igned.

Can be specifica l ly ta i l ored to the needs

Information
Resources

M a y be a cco m p lished with co ntract u a l

the Chief of Police. Ca n i nfl u e n ce
selection of "local" ca n d i d ates a n d
d evelop lo ng-term recru itment progra ms
wit h i n the Department.

Based upon contractual l a ngu age, the
City has no i nfl uence over sel ection

I

•

assignment a n d removal of perso n n e l .
H owever, m o r e City p a rticipation may be
accompl ished with contractual
mod ifications.
Sh eriff carries the b u rd e n for 100%

City carries the b u rd e n of lead time on

8

Vacancy Factors

staffi ng by contractual agree ment,

h i ring, fi lling of va ca ncies, and overti m e

although it is not a req u i rement that

b u rd e n to ensure m i n i m u m staffi ng

assigned staff who a re a bsent due to

levels. This ca n be a major issue if the

vacati on, sick leave, or a n y other

City is u na b l e to recru it via b l e sworn

a p p roved or m a n d ated times away from
work wou l d not be rep l a ced ( u n l ess over

perso n n e l .

30 d ays of a bsence ) .
City ca rries the b u rd e n for d i rect
a d m i nistrative a n d staff s u p port to
9

Administrative
Issues

i n c l u d e vehicles, radios, facilities,
l i a b i lity, com m u nications/d ispatch, H R,
fi n a n ce, IT, s u p p l ies, eq u i p m ent and
tra i n i ng, u n l ess some of these fu nctions

All b u rdens a re t h e responsibil ity o f t h e
County a n d a re reflected i n the
contractual costs assigned to the
contract.

ca n be effectively contracted out.
I ncreasing o r d ecreasing staffi ng levels is
the b u rden of the City based u p o n
10

Growth and
Downsizing

b u dget, com m u n ity n e e d s a n d fisca l
con d ition of the City. It is d iffi cult to sca le
u p/down significantly but the City is in
control of fi n a nces.

Ca n be a d d ressed o n an a n n ua l or m u lti
year basis through contract service level
negotiations. The Cou nty has some
orga n i zati o n a l flexi b i l ity d u e to other
staffi ng o b l igations.

B u rd e n of the City to invest i n City
Attorney s u pport for d isci p l i n a ry
11

Personnel
Discipline

p roce d u res, i nterna l i nvestigations,
l itigation and risk m a nagem e nt issues.
F i n a l personnel-related decisions rest
with the Chief of Police, City M a nager

City has l ittle i nflu e n ce a n d many times
n o knowledge of the personnel d isci p l i n e
p rocess or outcome, as the fi n a l d ecision
rega rd ing d isci p l i n e rests with the Sheriff.

and City Cou nci l .

Continues on the following page.
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Recru itment of latera l e m p l oyees may
affect extent of the force' s experience
12

The Gap of
Experience

but the nature of the work in a s m a l l City

Cou nty has a m u ch stro nger a b i l ity to

with relatively low cri me rates and ca l l s

bala nce a n d utilize a b road range of

for service w i l l l i m it the pol ice force's

expertise through assignment of

breadth of experience. H owever, the

personnel based u p o n contract u a l

loca l ized experi ence can be viewed as a

agreem ents a n d d i ctates of the i ncident.

greater benefit in a m u n icipal, relatively
l ow-crime policing envi ro n m e nt.
Cou nty p rovides more o p p o rtun ities for
The p rojected size of the City Police
13

Succession
Planning and
Career
Development

promotio n a n d speci a l i zed assig n m ent.

Department wi l l restrict promotions a n d

H owever, contract Cou nty perso n n e l can

speci a l i zed assig n m ent ava i l a b i l ity. This

move, tra nsfer, promote or be

cou l d i nfl uence turnover due to career

reassigned to va rious locations with i n the

adva ncem ent l i m itations and training

Sheriffs Department, resu lting i n

op portu nities.

tu rnover a n d consta nt n e w e m p l oyee
orientati o n .

Cost may be higher o n a per e m p loyee
1

4

15

Cost of Training

Total Cost of
Policing

Expertise i n the Sheriffs Department ca n

basis than that of contract services d u e

red u ce tra i n i ng costs in specialized a reas

t o customized tra i n i ng needs a n d

vs. costs to be borne by the Police

b readth o f tra i n i ng req u i red i n a smaller

Department. Not a l l e m p l oyees need to

agency. M i n i m u m staffi ng levels ca n a lso

be tra i ned, if expertise can be shifted a n d

affect budgeta ry req u i re m ents.

assign ed more easily.

Determined by staffi ng model, facilities,

Primary i m p a ct is configured based u pon

vehicle a n d eq u i p ment expenditu res as

fu l l cost recovery for resou rces expended

well as the p riorities esta b l ished by the

as d i ctated by the Cou nty costing models

City. The City has a m u ch higher level of

a n d form u l as. Th e d riving force behind

control over costs or the a b i l ity to control

rising cost is personnel, p a rticu l a rly with

b u d getary i n creases.

the esca lating reti re ment costs.

Table V-2.
Alternative Service Delivery Options
Comparative Analysis Summary

For contract cities, the benefits of contracted law enforcement have been mostly related
to cost effectiveness, since for most local jurisdictions law enforcement generally
requires the highest level of discretionary revenue expenditure. Cost savings are
usually due to higher economies of scale characteristic of the pooling and regionalizing
of personnel and resources, rather than focusing them on a local basis. Contract cities
also avoid the responsibility .and liability of recruiting, training or disciplining police
officers, and the need to negotiate collective bargaining agreements. Generally, contract
cities perceive an effective law enforcement contract as an arrangement in which
services are provided at less cost without jeopardizing service quality and depleting the
necessary level of local control. This is not always the case, particularly when the
relationship lacks clear contractual expectations and priorities. Furthermore, as
discussed earlier, the quickly rising cost of sworn salaries and particularly retirement
benefits can significantly impact the cost effectiveness of contract service.
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Benefits of a Contractual Arrangement
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The mission of any contract service for law enforcement must be to provide quality,
efficient and cost effective law enforcement services that are responsive to the needs of
the customer/client City. Throughout the nation, many local jurisdictions enter into
contracts with existing law enforcement agencies to receive dedicated policing services,
with varying degrees of success and service orientation. These arrangements can
provide the advantages of greater police coverage for crime prevention and more rapid
response times to emergency calls, while the primary drawback is that local
government control over the assigned officers is limited. Various departments,
however, are able to offer a variety of contracting options. Two of the most experienced
in this matter are the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department and the King County
Sheriff's Office in the State of Washington.
The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department, for example, began providing contract
police services in 1954 to the city of Lakewood. State law mandated that Lakewood
provide municipal law enforcement services upon incorporation, but the city wanted an
alternative to the cost of operating its own department. Today, forty (40) of Los Angeles
County's eighty-eight (88) cities contract with the Los Angeles County Sheriff's
Department for local police services. The cities range in population from 700 to 150,000.

-

On the other hand, the King County Sheriff's Office serves 12 cities and towns by
offering three contract models, which are described in terms of both cost effectiveness
and degree of local control. The King County Sheriff's Office's "shared supervision
model," for example, is characterized as "very cost effective, excellent local control" and
the "most popular model." Under this model, the city has dedicated patrol and can
choose to have a supervisor serve as "chief." Cities can have a strong voice and
participate in selecting their personnel. Cities can also set the direction and tone of
police priorities for their community. A Police Oversight Committee, which embodies
the partnership between contract cities and King County, provides a forum for
communications necessary to maintain a mutually beneficial relationship and ensure
that services evolve to meet the contract city's ongoing and unique needs. In contrast,
the "city model," which comes closest to having a stand-alone department that receives
specialized services from the sheriff's office, is described as offering the most control
but as being only "reasonably" cost effective. The most cost-effective model is known
as the "flex model," though it offers the least amount of local control. Under this
model, the sheriff's office responds to all calls and patrols the area as if it were
unincorporated.
Under a service contract with Sheriff's Department, contracting is designed to provide
benefits to the Sheriff's Department, the County and the cities being served. Ideally, the
strategic location of law enforcement facilities throughout the County should result in
greater visibility and faster response times to those service areas. Contracting also
should allow the Sheriff's Department the opportunity to increase personnel and other
resources without or minimally impacting the County budget, further enhancing the
Sheriff's ability to deploy personnel and other resources during times of mutual aid,
disasters and emergencies. The opportunity for expanded partnerships, greater
City of Wasco
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responsiveness, and increased regional focus on reducing crime have all resulted from
contract law enforcement.

Countywide Sheriff's Services and Mutual Aid
In the project team's discussions with stakeholders, there was concern that Wasco
residents would receive lower service levels and diminished resources if the City were
to establish its own municipal police department. There was the perception that the
City would have fewer officers for patrol, and would no longer be able to access the
Sheriff's specialized services, such as SWAT, drug enforcement, and K-9 units.
There are a number of services provided by a Sheriff's department to all law
enforcement agencies and cities at no additional costs. Generally, these services are
found in statutes that identify County services established by the Board of Supervisors
for cities and unincorporated areas of the County served by the County Sheriff.
Generally, these services are not replicated as a specialized function in cities with their
own police department due to the fact that the services are available at no cost to the
City on a countywide basis. Examples of those services provided to cities on a county
wide basis include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
A full-service Crime Lab, Hazardous Materials
Helicopter Patrol and Air Rescue services
Organized Crime/Intelligence/Homeland Security
Prisoner and Jail services
Canine Unit
Emergency Operations (Kern County provides interagency coordination,
countywide disaster coordination and civil defense)
Records Maintenance
Internal Affairs
Data Systems

Furthermore, California has a recognized system established by the Master Mutual Aid
Agreement and Emergency Services Act whereby a public safety agency that cannot
deploy, sufficiently, its own resources to respond to an unusual occurrence can request
for law enforcement personnel and resources from other agencies, particularly those
from the County. This cooperative system may be executed on a local, countywide,
regional, statewide, and interstate basis. The state has been divided into seven mutual
aid regions to more effectively apply, administer and coordinate mutual aid on large
scale inc:i,dents.
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The mutual aid agreem�nt also applies to smaller-scale, day-to-day incidents. During
the course of normal law enforcement, smaller incidents occur that may require
immediate assistance such as: back-up on a traffic stop, perimeter control for a fleeing
suspect or crowd control at a barricaded suspect location pending the arrival of
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additional local resources. Officers from nearby jurisdictions may respond to these
emergency broadcasts on their own initiative (department policy permitting) without a
formal mutual aid request. Hypothetically, should a barricade or other unique incident
overwhelm a Wasco municipal police department's resources, the chief of police can
request that the Kern County Sheriff's SWAT team be dispatched to help resolve the
matter. Generally, there is no reimbursement for providing mutual aid.
It is important to note here that the chief of police/ sheriff are generally designated as
initiators of a mutual aid request. However, the volatility of some incidents necessitates
immediate support. Therefore, any designated command, management or supervisory
level officer I deputy has the ability to request, or provide, law enforcement mutual aid
on behalf of the chief/ sheriff, if so authorized by his or her agency.
The Master Mutual Aid Agreement and Emergency Services Act does stipulate that no
jurisdiction is required to unnecessarily deplete their own personnel, equipment and
service capabilities in order to furnish mutual aid . resources. When requested to
provide mutual aid, it is generally accepted that a reasonable response will consist of up
to 50% of available on-duty uniformed personnel.
Given its relative size, as well as its depth of expertise and resources, the Kern County
Sheriff's Department has the capacity and capability to respond effectively to
emergency situations. As a contract city, Wasco would benefit from having direct
access to these resources and services, without having to rely on mutual aid. But even if
the City were to establish its own law enforcement agency, the law regarding mutual
aid provides a level of assurance for a hypothetical Wasco Police Department that other
law enforcement organizations (particularly the Sheriff's Department) can lend
specialized support to the City in case of an emergency incident within the City's
boundaries. However, the concern among Wasco leaders and stakeholders regarding
the contractual arrangement is whether the community would have sufficient levels of
first responders (both Sheriff's Deputies and County firefighters) during a countywide
catastrophic emergency. There is legitimate concern that County deputies and
firefighters assigned to Wasco would be redeployed by central command to other areas
within the County during a large-scale incident, leaving the community without the
needed support and resources. This issue is discussed further in Chapter VIII.

-

-

-

Benefits of a Municipal Police Department
During a large-scale emergency, one benefit of having a municipal police department is
the assurance that the Wasco community would have access to its police officers/ first
responders. The Chief of Police would serve as the City's incident commander with the
authority to summon and deploy the police force and its resources. In a countywide
catastrophic incident, when widespread confusion is likely to occur, it can bring some
level of security to City leaders and community members by having a local police force.
The primary benefit of having one's own police department is local control, both real
and perceived. Having local control is particularly centered around the ability to

-
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determine the community's policing vision, strategic approach and priorities, and to
tailor them specifically to the unique law enforcement needs of the community.
Community leaders and other stakeholders have the ability to direct the police force to
focus on issues and activities that are perceived to be more pressing or desired, such as
additional or more engaged community policing efforts. Hence, it is not surprising that
Wasco stakeholders had become increasingly frustrated with the limited levels of
community policing activities performed by the Sheriff's deputies assigned to the City.
With its likely core competency on maintaining and operating correctional systems,
Sheriff's departments in California are perceived to lack the community policing and
customer service approach that local police departments tend to bring to the table.
Like many other key institutions within a community, the local police department often
plays a unique role in the identity of the community (especially smaller communities)
and can foster a strong sense of pride, cohesion and security. Therefore, citizens expect
a close, mutually-beneficial relationship with its police department. This often requires
longevity in the tenure of the people that comprise the police organization; logically, it
is difficult to establish meaningful, sustained relationships with the public if there is
high sworn turnover. It is, thus, also not surprising that one of the most prevalent
complaints about the current contractual arrangement is the perceived short
assignments of Sheriff's deputies in Wasco. Limited or short deputy assignments not
only prevent the establishment of "personal" relationships between the police force and
the community it serves, but also create difficulty in the ability to transfer or
communicate the operational approach, expectations and priorities unique to the
community from one cohort of officers to the next. This is even more difficult when
current policies, procedures and mechanisms are limited or lacking to ensure that new
officers learn and understand what is necessary to perform the contractual services
effectively and accordingly to the needs and interests of the client.
Lastly, the ability to control the cost associated with policing is a very important, if not
the most important, driver in municipal considerations of establishing local police
departments. In many occasions, the issue of cost is perceived or utilized as the
primary reason behind the push to establish a city's own police department, only to
discover afterwards that the cost of operating a municipal department is higher than
that under a contractual arrangement. This is still an outcome for many cities that have
opted with this alternative strategy. Nevertheless, the cost issue remains perhaps the
primary impetus behind efforts to halt contractual service and to establish a municipal
police department, especially more recently as County law enforcement agencies have
experienced higher operating costs and must pass such costs onto their contract cities.
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VI. POPULATION GROWTH, AND SERVICE/STAFFING LEVELS PROJECTIONS

This chapter begins with the forecasting of the future growth of the City of Wasco's
residential population and of the associated change in law enforcement service demand.
These forecasts are then utilized to develop projections for staffing levels required to
meet future population growth and service demand.
Wasco Population

Incorporated in 1 94 5, the City of Wasco is a community located in the agricultural
region of Kern County, approximately 30 miles northwest of Bakersfield. According to
the California Department of Finance, between 1 9 90 and 2000 , the Wasco population
almost doubled, from 12 ,4 12 to 2 1,2 63, respectively. Most recently, the State estimates
the Wasco population at 25,4 34, as of January 1, 200 9, comprising 8% of the total
population of Kern County. According to the California Department of Finance,
between 1 9 90 and 2000 , the Wasco population almost doubled, from 12 ,4 12 to 2 1,2 63,
respectively. As of January 1, 200 9, the State estimates the Wasco population at 2 5,4 34,
comprising 8% of the total population of Kern County.
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Figure VI-1.
Wasco Population, 2000-2009

As shown in Figure VI-1 above, the City's population experienced an annual average
growth rate of 2 .2 % between 2000 and 200 9 . In comparison, Kern County's population
as a whole experienced a growth rate of 2 .8% per year during the same nine-year
period. Note that Wasco's population data illustrated in the figure above includes the
inmates of the Wasco State Prison.
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Student enrollment in the community's two school districts - Wasco Union Elementary
and Wasco Union High - has grown steadily in the last ten years, as shown in Figure VI2 below. Enrollment at Wasco Union Elementary School District has averaged an
increase of approximately 2 . 1% per year; enrollment peaked in FY 200 6-07, but
enrollment in FY 200 8-0 9 had a net loss of 2 6 students from two years prior. On the
other hand, the Wasco Union High School District's student enrollment has been
experiencing an annual average increase of 3.5%; FY 200 8-0 9's enrollment was the
highest level in. the 10 -year period.
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Figure VI-2.
Wasco Student Enrollment, 1999-2009

Wasco Population Proj ections

Projecting the City's population growth is difficult, given the current economic
recession. As noted in Wasco's FY 200 9- 10 Annual Budget, the City is experiencing an
unemployment rate that is slightly under 30% and a dramatic slowdown in building
activity. The FY 200 9-10 budget indicated that the number of building permit request
processed in FY 2007-0 8 was at the lowest level in five fiscal years, having decreased by
45 . 9% since peaking in FY 2005 -0 6. More recently, there were a total of 24 9 building
permits issued in 200 9, compared to 314 permits issued in 200 8. Furthermore, none of
the building permits issued in 200 9 were for new single-family residential development.
However, Wasco's location relative to Highway 4 6 and the rail system present strong
opportunities for commercial and industrial development in the future. Wasco staff
pointed to several recent building activities in 200 9 :
•
•
•
•
•

Best Western Hotel completed and opened
Carl's Jr. restaurant completed and opened
Jack-In-The-Box restaurant completed and opened
Circle K/ Chevron gas station completed and opened
Denny's restaurant construction completed and opened
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•

Fresh

&

Easy Neighborhood Market completed and opened

Within this context, our analysis into the feasibility of City-operated versus Sheriff's
contract law enforcement will utilize a "low, moderate and high" growth approach
based on these assumptions:
Low growth

- Assumes a continued 1.0 % growth rate per year.

- Assumes slow growth for the next five years (1.0% per year),
followed by a moderate growth rate of 2 .0 % per year (slightly below the average
level of growth during the past nine years).
Moderate growth

High growth - Assumes slow growth for the next three years ( 1.0 % per year),
followed by a high growth rate of 3 0
. % per year.

Based on these assumptions, Wasco's population projections (excluding the current
Wasco State Prison inmate population) are summarized in Table VI-1 below:
Year
Growth Rate

2010

2015

2020

2025

Low

19,445

20, 641

2 1 , 694

22,801

Moderate

19,445

2 1,052

23, 243

25,662

High

19,445

2 1,467

24,886

28,850

Table VI-1.
Wasco Population Projections, 2009-2025

Service Level Proj ections

As shown in Table VI-2 below, the number of calls for service have declined in the last
two years (although the number of calls spiked significantly in FY 2005 -0 6 from the
prior year). The number of crime reports written by deputies declined significantly in
FY 200 8-0 9, below that in FY 2004-05. The number of Part I crimes in the City have
increased by nearly 10% in FY 200 8-0 9 from the prior year, but the Part I crime level
remains lower than that in FY 2004-05 . While there is a decrease in Part II crimes, the
spike in Part I crimes is a concern.
2004-05
Calls for Service

2005-06

10, 1 1 7

9.3%

2.8%

-1.3%

-1.2%

3,407

3,554

3,551

3,267

4.3%

-0. 1 %

-8.0%

-0.8%
1,248

% Change from prior year
Part II Crimes

2008-09

10,239

3,434

% Change from prior year
Part I Crimes

2007-08

10,088

% Change from prior year
Reports Written

2, 149

% Change from prior year

2006-07
10,374

9, 232

1, 140

1,008

896

985

-8. 7%

-11.6%

-11 . 1 %

9.9%

2, 150

2,366

2,435

2, 2 15

0.0%

1 0. 0%

2.9%

-9.0%

Table Vl-2.
Crime and Workload Indicators, 2004-2009
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In projecting future law enforcement workload, this report utilized strictly the three
primary workload indicators: calls for service, reports written, and arrests made . Note
that historical data for arrests made was not provided; however, monthly activity
reports indicate that year-to-date arrest totals at the end of October 200 9 ( 1,2 2 3) were
27.1% lower than that at the end of October 200 8 (1,678). Note also that calls for service
is the primary source of activity for patrol personnel, since calls are not discretionary
and must be handled by the officers. On the other hand, the number of arrests made
and reports written can partially be a function of discretionary policing activities.
To estimate the impact of population growth on service demand, we assumed that
increasing population will have a similar impact on the three primary workload
indicators. Here we utilized two estimates : one based on current per-capita rates for
calls for service, reports written and arrests made, while the other assumed increased
per-capita rates for these indicators. Table VI- 3 shows the resulting workload range
based on current per-capita rates as well as on the different population size projections.
Year
Workload Indicator

Growth Rate

2010

2015

2020

2025

Calls for Service

Low

10, 1 1 7

10,739

1 1,287

1 1, 863

(0.52 per capita)

Moderate

10, 1 1 7

10,953

12,093

13,352

H igh

10, 1 1 7

1 1, 1 69

12,948

15,010

Arrests Made

Low

1,678

1,781

1,872

1,968

{0.09 per capita)

Moderate

1,678

1,817

2,006

2 , 2 15

H igh

1,678

1,852

2, 148

2,490

Reports Written

Low

3,267

3,468

3,645

3,831

(0. 1 7 per capita)

Moderate

3,267

3,537

3,905

4, 3 1 2

H igh

3,267

3, 607

4, 1 8 1

4,847

Figure Vl-3.
Workload Projections (Current Per-Capita Levels)

Table VI-4 below illustrates how changes in the per-capita rates have a significant
impact on the resulting range of law enforcement workload, particularly in the number
of calls for service. The increase in these workload indicators on a per capita basis could
result from future residential and commercial development in the Wasco community.
Year
Workload Indicator

Growth Rate

2010

2015

2020

2025

Calls for Service

Low

10, 117

13,402

14,085

14,804

{0. 65 per capita)

Moderate

10, 117

13,669

15,091

16,662

H igh

10, 117

13,938

16, 158

18,731

Arrests Made

Low

1,678

2,016

2, 1 19

2,227

{0. 10 per capita)

Moderate

1,678

2,057

2,271

2,507

High

1,678

2,097

2,431

2,818

Reports Written

Low

3,267

3,921

4, 1 2 1

4,331

{0. 19 per capita)

Moderate

3,267

3,999

4,415

4,875

H igh

3,267

4,078

4,727

5,480

Figure Vl-4.
Workload Projections
(Increased Per-Capita Service Demand Levels)
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Here, since it is difficult to predict what the per-capita increase may be, the report
utilized the average per-capita rates of the ten cities in the comparative analysis
(excluding certain outliers for each indicator). To further illustrate the impact of
increasing per-capita service demand levels on the resulting projected workload to be
handled by law enforcement personnel in Wasco, the tables below demonstrate the per
day levels of activity under each per-capita service level scenario.
Year
Workload Indicator

Growth Rate

20 1 5

2010

2020

2025

Calls for Service

Low

28

29

31

{0.52 per capita)

Moderate

28

30

33

37

High

28

31

35

41

Low

5

5

5

5

Moderate

5

5

5

6

High

5

5

6

7

Reports Written

Low

9

10

10

10

(0. 1 7 per capita)

Moderate

9

10

11

12

High

9

10

11

13

Arrests Made

{0.09 per capita)

33

Year
Workload Indicator

Growth Rate

20 1 5

2010

2020

2025

Calls for Service

Low

28

37

39

41

(0.65 per capita)

Moderate

28

37

41

46

High

28

38

44

51

Arrests Made

Low

5

6

6

6

{0. 1 0 per capita)

Moderate

5

6

6

7

High

5

6

7

8

Reports Written

Low

9

11

11

12

{0. 19 per capita)

Moderate

9

11

12

13

High

9

11

13

15

Table Vl-5.
Per Day Workload Projections
(Current and Increased Per-Capita S ervice Demand Levels)

As shown above in Table VI-5 , the report's conservative growth rates for the City do not
result in significant fluctuations in workload projections in the next fifteen years, if
service demand remains at current levels. However, if overall demand increases in the
future, given population projections, then law enforcement workload would increase
more significantly. For example, if the calls for service per capita increases from 0.5 2 to
0 .65 , there would be 7 or 8 additional calls for service per day. With each call for service
currently averaging approximately 34.65 minutes, a total of 4.0 and 4.6 officer hours per
day would be required to handle the additional calls.
Patrol Staffing Projections

Based on the various population and service level forecasts developed above, this
report have determined the level of patrol staffing required to handle the non
discretionary workload, such as citizen-generated calls for service, arrests and
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processing, and crime report writing. In our staffing projections, we utilized a
55%/ 45% split between non-discretionary and discretionary time.
It is important here to consider that our staffing projections do not take into account
command, supervision and other functions; how the City configures supervision,
position classifications, and roles of classifications will be discussed later. Note also
that the success and effectiveness of community policing is not only a function of
providing sufficient officer time for proactive patrol work, but it is also a function of
clear community, proactive policing strategies and directives as defined and
operationalized by managers and supervisors.
Forecast Year

G rowth Rate
Non-Discretionary/Patrol Ti me

Discretionary/Proactive Time
45% of total available

time

Total Time

Patrol and Proactive Time

2010

2015

2020

Low

1 1,765

12,365

12,996

13,660

Moderate

1 1,765

12,612

13,924

15,375

H igh

1 1,765

12,859

14,909

17, 284

Low

9,626

10, 117

10,633

1 1, 176

Mod erate

9,626

10, 3 19

11,393

12,579

H igh

9,626

10,521

12, 198

14, 141

Low

2 1,39 1

22,48 1

23, 629

24,837

M od erate

21,391

22,931

25, 317

27,954

H igh

21,391

23,381

27, 108

3 1,425

2,080

2,080

2,080

2,080

2025

Officer Ti m e
P e r Officer Availability

G ross H o u rs

r
!

r
j

r

r
r

r
r

r

Leave Ti m e

296

296

296

296

263

263

263

263

1,5 2 1

1,5 2 1

1,5 2 1

1,5 2 1

r

Low

14.06

14.78

15.54

16.33

M o derate

14.06

15 .08

16.65

18.38

r

H igh

14.06

15.37

17.82

20.66

G rowth Rate

r

Table Vl-6.
Staffing Projections
(Existing Per-Capita Service Demand Levels)

Table VI-6 above shows staffing projections up to the year 2025, based on existing
service demand levels. Our staffing estimate for 2010 is approximately 0.06 FTEs higher
than the current estimated allocation of fourteen (14) Sheriff deputies in Wasco. It is
important here to note that our projections are based on various assumptions. As noted
above, this report assumed that a total of 1 .0 FTE of Senior Deputies assigned in Wasco
are involved in responding to calls for service, writing of crime reports, and conducting
and processing arrests.
Also recall that the study utilized assumptions for leave time based on the actual
number of employee holidays recognized by the Kern County government, and the
number of vacation and sick leave days for deputies with at least five years of services,
City of Wasco
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r

r
r

r
!

r

-

while administrative leave time is based on our experience with law enforcement
organizations.
Note also that we assumed a slightly lower amount of
discretionary /proactive time (at 45.0% of available officer time, rather than the current
47.7% proportion). According to Table VI-6, projected staffing requirements increased
by an annual average between 1 .0% and 3.0%, depending on the estimated population
growth trend. Table VI-7 below shows staffing projections up to the year 2025 based on
increased service demand levels. Based on these increased per-capita service demand
levels, staffing requirements are 19.0% more than those at existing demand levels.
Forecast Yea r

G rowth Rate
-i

Non-Discretionary/Patrol Ti me

Discretionary/Proactive Time
45%

of total available time

Total Time

Patrol and Proactive Time

2010

2015

2020

2025

Low

13,999

14, 7 13

15,464

16,252

Moderate

13,999

15,006

16,568

18,292

H igh

13,999

15,302

17,739

20,564

Low

11,454

12,038

12,652

13,297

Moderate

11,454

12,278

13,555

14,966

H igh

11,454

12,520

14, 5 14

16,825

Low

25,453

26,751

28, 116

29,550

Mod erate

25,453

27,284

30, 123

33,258

H igh

25,453

27,821

32,252

37,389

Offi cer Ti m e
Per Officer Availability

2,080

2,080

2,080

2,080

Leave Ti m e

296

296

296

296

Ad m i n i strative Ti me

263

263

263

263

1,5 2 1

1,521

1,5 2 1

1,521

Low

16.73

17.59

18.49

19.43

Moderate

16.73

17.94

19.80

2 1.87

H igh

16.73

18.29

2 1. 20

24.58

G ross H o u rs

N et H o u rs Worked
G rowth Rate
Officers Req uired

Table VI-7.
Staffing Projections
(Increased Per-Capita Service Demand Levels)

-

Overall, each of the two models show a tight range in staffing requirements for the
workload, since they were based on relatively small differences in our estimates of
future population growth. Given the uncertain economic situation as well as on historic
growth, we could not find it feasible to assume a population growth rate higher than
3% per year. In comparfog the two configuration models, with similar growth rates,
there is a larger difference between the staffing requirements. The change in service
demand levels create a staffing difference of between 2.8 and 2.9 officer FTEs in 2015.
While these are only estimates, the staffing projections illustrate what can be expected
in the future in terms of providing sufficient staffing levels to engage in community
policing and ensure the minimum staffing of at least two officers on a 24/7 basis (as
discussed in previous chapter). These staffing estimates - rounded to the nearest one City of Wasco
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will be used later in this rep or t to estimate future budget projections for both
police dep artment and Sheriff's service contract.

a
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VII. COST COMPARISON OF SERVICE ALTERNATIVES

The previous chapters discussed our approaches to developing projections for future
population growth and service demand, as well as for estimated staffing levels required
to meet potential increases in population and service demand. The prior chapters also
discussed the advantages and disadvantages associated with the various law
enforcement service delivery configurations, particularly with the two alternatives
determined to be most feasible: 1) continue the service contract with the Sheriff's
Department; or 2) establish a municipal police department. Based on the analysis and
projections developed earlier in this report, this chapter will develop pricing models for
both City police and Sheriff's contract service, with consideration to certain variations in
the two configurations.
Projected Costs for Contract Service

As shown in Table VII-1 below, utilizing the FY 2009-10 budget for the Wasco contract,
the project team provided projected contract costs up to 2025, based on the current and
increased service demand levels, as well as on future estimated staffing levels which is
predicated on population growth forecasts.
-

Current

I n creased

Low

$3,023,692

$3,614,903

$4,267,629

$4,775,927

Mod e rate

$3,023,692

High

$3,023,692

$3,6 14,903

$4,445,327

$5, 172,645

$3,6 14,903

$4,623,025

$6,133,424

$3,434,573

$4,086,08 1

$4,623,025

Low
Moderate

$5,37 1,005

$3,434,573

$4,086,08 1

$5,243,355

High

$6,262,106

$3,434,573

$4,086,08 1

$5,421,053

$6,857, 184

Table VII-1.
Sheriff's Department Contract Budget Projections

-

All non-personnel costs were assumed to have a 2.5% increase annually. Salaries were
assumed to be increased by 2.5% annually, while overtime and shift differential costs
were determined by utilizing the County's cost formulas for those cost items. The
estimated cost of retirement benefits in 2010 were based on the FY 2010-11 rate of
54.19% of sworn salaries. Retirement benefit costs were then assumed to increase by
5.0% annually for the next 10 years until the year 2020. Thereafter, the 54.19% rate was
used to project retirement benefit costs.
Base on our understanding actuarial
projections of retirement systems in California, a cumulative increase of 50% in
retirement costs over the next 6-10 years will not be uncommon.
The County's cost formula for salaries is based on utilizing the average salaries and
benefits at the mid-range pay step. For example, Sheriff Deputies II have pay steps A
through F, and the contract budget uses the average salaries for a Step C deputy. If the
highest annual increase in service demand is assumed, the staffing projection could
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reach up to 24.58 FTEs to serve a population estimate of nearly 29,000 residents in 2025.
For FY 2009-10, the County set salaries and benefits for each classification, as shown
below in Table VII-2:

Dep uty Sheriff I I -CA, C step

$ 1 17,125

$65,423

Se nior Dep uty S h eriff C, C ste p

$ 1 19,730

$67,075

She riff Sergeant C-A, E step

$ 157,342

$90,926

$59,389

$3 1,968

Office Se rvi ces Tech nician, C step

13.00

14.00

15.00

15 .00

Senior Deputy Sheriff

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

Sheriff Serge a nt

1 .00

1.00

1 .00

1.00

Deputy Sheriff I I

Office Services Technician

Total
Moderate

16.00

17.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

1 .00

1.00

Offi ce Services Tech nician

3 .00

3 .00

3 .00

3.00

19.00

20.00

22.00

23.00

Senior Deputy Sheriff

2.00

2.00

2 .00

3 . 00

Sheriff Sergeant

1 .00

1.00

1 .00

1.00

13 .00

Dep uty Sheriff I I

14.00

17 .00

20.00

3 .00

3 .00

3 .00

4.00

19.00

20.00

23.00

28.00

Senior Deputy Sheriff

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

Sheriff Sergea nt

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

Offi ce Se rvi ces Techni cian

3 .00

3 .00

3 .00

3 .00

22.00

23.00

23.00

24.00

Senior Deputy Sheriff

2.00

2.00

3 . 00

3.00

Sheriff Sergeant

1.00

1 .00

1.00

1.00

16 .00

Dep uty Sh eriff I I

Deputy Sheriff I I

·

16.00

17 .00

17.00

17 .00

19.00

18 .00

2 1.00

3 . 00

3 .00

4.00

4.00

22.00

23.00

27.00

29.00

Senior Dep uty Sheriff

2.00

2.00

3 .00

3 .00

Sheriff Sergeant

1.00

1 .00

1.00

1 .00

Offi ce Se rvi ces Tech nician

3 .00

3 .00

4.00

4.00

22.00

23.00

28.00

Office Se rvi ces Tech nician

Total
High

2.00

14.00

1 .00

Total
M o d e rate

3 . 00
21. 00

2 .00

Total
Low

3.00
21. 00

Senior Dep uty Sheriff

Office Services Tech nician
I n creased

3 .00
20.00

Sheriff Sergeant

Total
High

3.00
19.00

13.00

Dep uty Sheriff I I

Dep uty Sheriff I I

Total

16.00

17.00

20.00

24.00

. 32.00

Table VIl-3.
Total Staffing Projections
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Our staffing projections (rounded to the nearest one) for each classification are shown in
Table VII-3 below.

Low
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Table VII-2.
Annual Salaries and Benefits, FY 2009-10

Current
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It is important to note here that the staffing projections reflect increases only in patrol
deputies, since these staffing estimates are based on increasing patrol workload
projections. Our cost calculations assumed that the Sheriff Sergeant and one of the two
current Senior Deputies are not involved in direct patrol work. The current command
and administrative support staffs of one Sergeant, two Senior Deputies, and three
civilian Office Services Technicians remained mostly constant in the 15-year projections.
However, when the estimated number of patrol deputies reached 20.0 FTEs, another
Senior Deputy was added. When the total sworn personnel reached 21.0 FTEs, than
another Office Services Technician was added.
An October 2006 Kansas State University Police Department study published in the
International Association of Chiefs of Police's Police Chief Magazine found that 140 law
enforcement agencies of varying sizes reported an average span of control of one
supervisor for every 7 patrol officers. Furthermore, a 1999 study "The Structural
Dimensions of Community Oriented Police Departments, " by Las Vegas police captain and
City Councilmember Stavros Anthony reported that while traditional police
departments in the U.S. had an average span of control of one supervisor to 8.4 officers,
departments that were clearly focused on a community policing philosophy had a
lower ratio of 7.7 officers per supervisor.

-

While it has been noted earlier in this report that the two current Senior Deputies are
not assigned with a high level of supervisory duties, our projections assume the need
for an appropriate supervisory span of control. Furthermore, if the City were to
establish its own police department, the chief of police may organize the operations of
his/her department differently. It is also important, in a hypothetical Wasco police
department, to provide some level of promotional opportunities for the officers and to
maintain an appropriate level of expertise and experience.
Projected Cost for a Wasco City Police Department

The City of Wasco has contracted with Kern County Sheriff's Department for law
enforcement services for nearly 30 years. The alternative to extending the service
contract with the Sheriff's Department is the City establishing its own municipal police
department. To evaluate the feasibility of this service delivery option, we developed a
annual cost projections to operate a municipal police department in Wasco.
-

-

Since personnel costs often comprise the bulk of overall operating costs, we first focus
on determining appropriate cost estimates for salaries and benefit. In doing so, we
utilized the same staffing level projections that were used to calculate future cost
estimates for the Sheriff's service contract. In order to determine the first year salaries
and approximate benefit structure for a municipal police department, we conducted a
salary and benefit survey of the six Kern County cities. For salaries, to ensure
employment competitiveness as well as to calculate conservative cost estimates, we
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I

utilized the median of the top-step of the comparative cities' salary ranges for the
position of Police Officer, Senior Officer, Sergeant, and Chief of Police.
As shown in Table VII-4 below, the estimated median annual salary for a Police Officer
position is $11,624 less than the salary of the Sheriff Deputy II position used in the
County's budget calculations. For the position of Senior Police Officer the estimated
annual salary is approximately $9,150 less than that of the Sheriff Senior Deputy
position. Lastly, a Wasco police departm_ent would likely have to provide higher salary
compensation for the position of Chief of Police than that provided to a Sheriff Sergeant
in the Sheriff service contract. We estimated that the Chief of Police would have an
annual salary that is $21,117 more than the Sheriff Sergeant's salary currently charged
to the City of Wasco.

r

r

r
�

!

r
!

r
Corporal, Senior Offi cer
or Speci a l I nvestigator

$63,564

$57,907

$56,463

$57,950

Sergeant

$74,364

$ 64,003

$65,958

$63,897

$75,898

$ 135,264

$ 1 10, 781

$ 126,242

$97,653

$ 1 13, 304

Ch ief of Police

Note: The Cities' salaries are at top step.

r

$62,366

r

Table VII-4.
Comparative Salary Analysis

Based on the total staffing projections shown in Table VII-5, we estimated the following
total costs for operating a city police department, given differences in population
growth and service demand. Staff salaries are assumed to increase by 2.5% per year.
�W"""• ,.�.
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Cu rrent

I n creased

Low

$3,018,02 1

$3,720,901

$4,347, 264

$4,803,48 1

M od erate

$3,018,02 1

$3,720,901

$4,484,669

$5, 103,641

High

$3,018,021

$3, 720,901

$4,622,075

$5,822,604

Low

$3,3 14, 75 1

$4,085,241

$4,622,075

$5,253, 722

M o d erate

$3,3 14,75 1

$4,085,241

$5, 142, 9 14

$5,972,684

H igh

$3,3 14,751

$4,085,241

$5, 280, 320

$6,422,924

Table VII-5.
Wasco Police Department Budget Projections

Overtime, holiday and shift relief, employee health benefits, employment taxes and
workers compensation are based on City provided percentages as well as on typical
percentages of total salaries, as shown in the detailed budget {Table VII-6) on the
following page. These costs are also assumed to increase annually by 2.5%, with the
exception of health benefits, which is assumed to increase annually by 5.0%.
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n

2010

2015

2020

2025

Personnel Expense

F u l l-Time S a l a ries
Overtime {9% of s a l a ries)
H o l i d ay a n d R e l i e f { 10%)
F I CA Taxes {9%)
Med ical I ns u rance {24.35%)
Workers Comp (6%)
S U I Taxes {0.5%)
E m p loyer P a i d PERS (25%)
Em ployee Recruit m e nt
E m ployee Relations
U n iform

Personnel Expense Total

$ 1,042,492

$1,240,353

$ 1,472,213

$ 1, 665,674

$93,824

$ 1 1 1,632

$ 132,499

$ 149, 9 1 1

$ 104,249

$ 1 24,035

$ 147,221

$ 166,567

$93,824

$ 1 26,301

$ 149, 9 1 1

$ 1 69,610

$ 2 5 3 , 847

$341,715

$405,592

$458,890

$62,549

$84,201

$99,940

$ 1 13,073

$5, 2 1 2

$7,017

$8,328

$9,423

$2 60, 6 2 3

$395,760

$469,740

$416,418

$24,000

$27, 154

$30,722

$34,759

$3,000

$3,394

$3,840

$4,345

$ 1 2,800

$ 14,482

$ 16,385

$ 18, 538

$1,956,421

$2,519,798

$2,988,326

$3,265,968

Operating Expenses

Special S u p pl i es

$4,200

$4,752

$5,376

$6,083

$ 1 0,000

$ 1 1,314

$ 1 2,801

$ 14,483

Co m puter S u pplies

$8,000

$9,051

$ 10,241

$ 1 1,586

Postage

$3,000

$3,394

$3,840

$4,345

M e a l s & Lodging

$5,000

$5,657

$6,400

$7,241

$ 2 0,000

$22, 628

$25,602

$28,966

Office S u p p lies

E d u catio n/Tra i n i n g
Conference

$8,000

$9, 051

$ 10,241

$ 1 1,586

M i leage R e i m bu rs e m e nt

$4,000

$4,526

$5,120

$5,793

Dues & P u b l icati o n s

$2,500

$2,829

$3,200

$3,621

Co m m u nity Relation

$ 1 5,000

$ 1 6,971

$ 19,201

$ 2 1,724

Advertising

$2,000

$2,263

$2,560

$2,897

Printing

$4,000

$4, 526

$5,120

$5,793

Contract Services

$500,000

$565, 704

$640,042

$724,149

Debt Service {ve h i c l e lease-purchase)

$ 190,000

$2 14,968

$243, 2 1 6

$275,177

Ja nitorial Services
Legal Services
Speci a l Events
Liabi lity I n s u ra nce

$3,500

$3,960

$4,480

$5,069

$20,000

$22,628

$25,602

$28,966

$5,000

$5,657

$6,400

$7,241

$92,400

$104,542

$ 1 18,280

$ 133,823

Repa i r & M a i nte na nce

$8,000

$9,05 1

$ 10,241

$ 1 1,586

Ja nitorial S u p ply

$ 1,000

$1,131

$ 1, 280

$1,448

Safety S u p p l ies

$6,000

$6,788

$7,681

$8,690

Vehicle M a i nt e n a n ce

$ 2 5,000

$28,285

$32,002

$36,207

E q u i p M a i ntena nce

$ 10,000

$ 1 1, 3 14

$ 12,801

$ 14,483

Computer M a i nte na nce

$ 10,000

$ 1 1 , 3 14

$ 12,801

$ 14,483

Util ities

$20,000

$22,628

$25,602

$28,966

Te lephone

$ 1 5,000

$ 1 6,971

$ 19,201

$ 2 1,724

Gas and O i l

$55,000

$62,227

$70,405

$79,656

$1,046,600

$1,184,132

$1,339,736

$1,515, 789

Operating Expense Total
Capital Expenses

Computers - HW/SW
-

Machine & E q u i p me nt

Capital Expense Total
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

$5,000

$5,657

$6,400

$7,241

$ 10,000

$ 1 1 , 3 14

$ 1 2,801

$ 14,483

$15,000

$16,971

$19,201

$21,724

$3,018,021

$3,720,901

$4,347,264

$4,803,481

Table VIl-6.
Wasco Police Department Estimated Budget
(Assumptions: Low Population Growth, Current S ervice Levels)

After discussion with a CalPERS representative and a comparative analysis of PERS
employer contributions from other local cities, we utilized a rate of 25.0 % of salaries for
the cost of participating m the PERS retirement system. We also assumed a public
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safety plan of 3% @ 55 years, although the type of plan is only one of many factors in
determining the actual employer contribution rate. Table VII-7 shows the distribution
of employer contribution rates for CalPERS safety plans for FY 2010-1 1 .
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r
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0%
2

0%

10-20%

107

19%

20-30%

309

54%

30-40%

116

20%

0-10%

40+%

37

6%

Total

571

100%

r

!"'"'
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* percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding

Table VII-7.
CalPERS Employer Contribution Rates - Safety Plans

If the City decides to establish its own police department, management would need to
work with CalPERS to discuss the various plan options and to determine their
respective impact on the City's contribution to the retirement system. To equalize the
comparison, we assumed the same growth projections in retirement costs as those for
the County retirement system - an increase by 5.0% annually for the next 10 years until
the year 2020.
our budget projections, operating and capital expenses are estimated, and are
increased by 2.5% per year. Note that these budget estimates do not capture the need
for large-item capital expenditures. However, the budget projections include an annual
debt service payment for the lease-purchase of police vehicles (assuming that the
vehicles have a depreciation schedule of five years and, therefore, City would need to
enter into a new lease-purchase agreement every five years). Contractual expenses
include services such as dispatch, polygraph services, psychological screening,
information technology maintenance, and background investigations.
In

The City of Shafter provided a cost estimate to provide dispatch services for a
hypothetical Wasco Police Department. Shafter proposed a first year budget of $380,160
plus a one-time start-up cost of $100,000 for radio infrastructure and RIMS Multiagency Module License. The service contract would include the addition of 4.0
FTEs of dispatcher personnel. Wasco would also likely to contract for property room
services, rather than build its own. This may change over time, but these projections
assumes otherwise. The City of Shafter provided a annual cost estimate of $48,150 for a
Wasco Police Department to utilize its property room; this contract would pay for 50%
of the property room technician's salary as well as for assigned property room space.
Overall, we estimated $500,000 in the first year for contractual services, anticipating
there may be other services that would be needed.
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Our assessment noted that Shafter's dispatch service contract proposal is within the cost
range of what other cities have charged for dispatch services or expended for in-house
dispatch services. The City of Tehachapi, which experiences slightly over one-half of
the calls for service volume in Wasco, contracts with the City of Bear Valley Springs for
dispatch services at the current annual cost of $367,500 . The City of Reedley employs
six dispatchers and budgeted $3 9 6,124 for the dispatch function in FY 200 9- 10 . With a
FY 200 9-10 adopted budget of $60 1,64 8, the City of Oakdale's dispatch operations
employ one sworn lieutenant at 50% time, one dispatch supervisor, five dispatchers,
one records clerk, and one special dispatch clerk at 50% time. Reedley and Oakdale
reported total annual calls for service at 5 ,881 and 15 ,7 9 2 , respectively. In comparison,
there were 10 ,117 calls for service in Wasco.
Police Dep artment S tart-Up Costs

A start-up of a municipal police department will not be accomplished overnight. The
annual budget projections described earlier assume that the department is fully
operational and the expense items are recurring costs. In reality, particularly in the first
year, the transition cost to a municipal department involves various expenses that may
be difficult to estimate. To spearhead the development of the police department, a chief
of police would likely be the first hire. Additional personnel costs would be gradually
expended as hiring progresses. The City of Wasco would need to continue to contract
with the Sheriff's Department for the provision of law enforcement services during this
transition period.
Item

Cost

Facility Construction/Renovation

$ 100,000

Information Tech nology & Licenses ( Dis patch Start- U p )

$ 100,000
$85,000

Mobile Data Computers & I nstallation
Firearms, i ncluding Taser, AR- 14, Less Lethal Shotgun,
Shotgu n, & Accessories

$78, 200

Employee Recruitment & Testing

$50,000

Legal Fees

$40,000

Other Contractual Services

$40,000

Office Equipment & Sup plies

$20,000

Officer Duty Gear & Access o ries

$ 2 7, 200

Officer Handheld Radios

$ 1 6, 000

Officer U niforms

$ 13,600

Officer Digital Equi p ment

$7,000

Police Department Personnel Costs ( t ransition)
Other City Personnel Costs (transition)

$469,000
U n k n ow n

$1,046,000

Total Estimated Costs

Table VII-8.
Wasco Police Department Estimated S tart-Up Costs

Table VII-8 above provides a preliminary list of typical major start-up costs that are
likely to be incurred with a new Police Department during the transition period. It
should be noted that the figures below allow for all new items when capital equipment
is concerned. While startup costs can be significant, they must be considered along
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r
with the annual recurring costs in reaching a decision and they must be evaluated
against the costs of contracting with the Sheriff's Department.

r

New police vehicles, radios, handguns, mobile digital computers are capital
expenditures that can be finance over a number of years. Patrol vehicles can also be
leased, rather than purchased, reducing the level of start-up investment required.
Based on the project team's analysis, an equipped police sedan vehicle is roughly
$35,000 (approximately $25,000 unequipped).

!""l
I

Each of the police vehicle manufacturers (Ford, Dodge and General Motors/Chevrolet)
has a lease-purchase finance program. According to sales representatives, the lease
terms are often 3-5 years at current interest rates between 5.2% to 5.9%. Payments can
be set annually in advance, quarterly, or monthly. Note that Ford allows only annual
payments in advance. If the City were to purchase 16 vehicles, the annual cost would
be between $170,000 and $215,000 per year for either a 3- or 4-year lease term. Hence,
providing appropriately equipped and functioning police vehicles is an ongoing,
recurring operating cost. As noted earlier, the study's cost projections assume that the
City would enter a lease-purchase agreement for new vehicles every five years and,
therefore, vehicle costs are included in the annual operating budget. While this cost
budget assumes that the new department would need 16 patrol units (one for each
sworn officer), a new department can function with 8-10 units.
Furthermore, the City can purchase used equipment in the secondary market at greatly
reduced prices. Additionally, some equipment (new and used) and other capital costs
may be purchased or obtained through grant, loan and equipment cost reduction
programs (see Appendix B for a list of some current grant and loan programs for which
a start-up agency may be eligible). There are several programs that offer surplus or
used bulletproof vests and other equipment to law enforcement agencies. Another
program, the U.S. Department Office of Justice Program's Bulletproof Vest Partnership,
pays up to 50% of the cost of each vest purchased by applicants.
However, it is important to note that most grant and loan programs - particularly those
that support ongoing operations and programs - are directed at existing law
enforcement agencies, rather than start-up departments. While many grants may not
explicitly restrict start-up agencies from applying, but since many of these grants are
competitive, a start-up agency may not very competitive against established
departments, particularly for grants that support programmatic initiatives. For a start
up organization, the chances of obtaining a grant, particularly to cover sworn personnel
costs, are very limited at this time. For example, according to staff at the U.S.
Department of Justice's Office of Community Oriented Policing Services ("COP"), the
COPS Universal Hiring Program use to allow start-up agencies to apply for funds to
support sworn personnel costs. However, the program has been assumed under the
new COPS Hiring Recovery Program (funded by the American Reinvestment and
Recovery Act of 2009), which limits eligibility to only existing law enforcement
organizations this year as well as into the foreseeable future. Operating-related grants
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may be more available to a Wasco Police Department once it is established and fully
operational. Furthermore, funding for grant programs are often cyclical and eligibility
requirements can change. Therefore, programs that are not available now may open up
for a new police department in the future.
There are also personnel costs associated during the transition period, as officers and
support staff must be hired to implement and manage the development of the new
department. A total cost of $469,000 is estimated to pay for salaries and benefits of
sworn and civilian personnel during the estimated 10-month transition period. Staff
hiring would be staggered with the Chief of Police to be hired first and then followed
by the hiring of his/her command personnel and key administrative staff member(s).
This core group would be responsible for gradually establishing the Wasco police
department, while the Sheriff's Department would still be providing law enforcement
services in the City. The estimated cost to continue the Sheriff's contract for the 10month period would be approximately $2.52 million.
All other Wasco police
department employees (both sworn and civilian) would be hired one month prior to the
department assuming full policing responsibility with the community. More detail of
this suggested implementation process is discussed in the next chapter of this report.
Lastly, there are likely to be other start-up expenditures that cannot be identified at this
time, as well as currently unclear factors that could influence the study's cost estimates.
In particular, there are likely to be increased cost burdens - both during the transition
period and on a recurring basis, on the City as a whole (on departments outside of the
police department), as it will require additional time and resources to manage a fully
functioning police department.
Conclusion

-

Due to the uncertainties and limited information provided to the cities regarding Kern
County pension cost trends, it is challenging to forecast Sheriff's contract costs with
precision. As such, our analysis compares estimated costs for alternative police service
delivery systems against the Kem County pension scenario that assumes a 54.19% and
39.83% employer contribution rates for sworn and civilian employees, respectively, in
the first year, with overall retirement costs increase by 5.0% annually for the next ten
years. Using these various assumptions for Kern County retirement pension costs
allowed the project team to estimate contract costs that the City of Wasco may
experience in the future. Note that the assumptions for retirement cost increases were
also used to project the retirement costs of a municipal police department.
Our analysis suggests that establishing a municipal police department would provide
levels of primary law enforcement service at operating costs that are comparable to
those provided by the Sheriff's Department. Depending on assumptions for service
level demand, population growth and staffing levels, the projected future costs of the
Sheriff's contract are approximately between 3% less to 7% higher than the costs of a
hypothetical Wasco police department. However, note that a contract service will allow
.. - - ·
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the City to continue to take advantage of the Sheriff's Department's economies of scale
and array of specialized services. Furthermore, even though estimated operating costs
are lower, a municipal department would involve significant start-up costs, as well as
unknown, but recurring administrative (human resources, finance and budgeting) and
capital costs that can make a municipal police department scenario more costly both in
the short- and long-term.
This report's comparative analysis of the operating costs of the two policing
alternatives, coupled with the fact that most Wasco community stakeholders were not
highly dissatisfied with the current service levels provided by the Sheriff's Department,
we recommend that the City of Wasco continue contracting with the Sheriff's
Department for law enforcement services, but work to develop a more sustained
relationship with the Department to initiate needed cost, operational and programmatic
changes. In our discussions with the Kern County Sheriff's Department, management is
open to providing for modifications to the existing contract to address some of the
disadvantages of the existing contractual arrangement discussed in this report. If the
City decides to maintain its police services contract with the Sheriff's Department, it
should be prepared to address some key issues with the Department with respect to
modifying the contract agreement:
•
•
•
•
•

r

r

r

r
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Goals and priorities, particularly with community policing
Overall philosophy and customer service approach
Personnel selections, from deputy to sergeant/ chief of police
Length of sworn personnel assignment
Costing formulas and cost control
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VIII.

RECOMMENDATIONS & IMPLEMENTATION

This chapter provides implementation next-steps and recommendations for each of the
law enforcement operating scenarios available to the City of Wasco: 1) continue the
service contract with the Sheriff's Department; or 2) establish a municipal police
department.
Sheriff's Department Service Contract

"""'

"'"'1

As was concluded in the previous chapter, this report recommends that the City
continue with the Sheriff's law enforcement contract, but work with the Sheriff to
improve the contractual arrangement and relationship. There are other issues and
considerations regarding the contract that go beyond budget determination.
1) Minimum Staffing
As stated in the contract, the basic level of services to be
provided is "continuous twenty-four hour per day patrol service and response to
calls at a level not less than that provided by the Sheriff in adjacent areas of the
County, including related back-up and auxiliary services, such as reserves,
investigative, criminalistic, supervisorial, and traffic service functions."
All
employees dedicated to the City are scheduled to work 40 hours per week, less
vacation, sick leave, or any other approved or mandated times away from work.
They are not replaced during these periods of absence.
-

While the current contract structure defines a staffing level, it does not guarantee
minimum staffing. Standard practice is to have at least two patrol officers at any
given time in the City. In our assessment of nine other Sheriff contracts in
California, we found that the contracts of only two cities (Patterson and Riverbank
of Stanislaus County) stipulate that the Sheriff's Department must maintain a
minimum of two patrol deputies on duty on a 24-hour/ 7-days-per-week basis. The
Patterson contract provides for relief deputy to backfill this minimum level at not to
exceed 1,040 hours per year. In response to a question about staffing levels, the
Sergeant in charge in Wasco indicated that on average, at least 3 patrol units are
utilized per shift. At peak hours, the commanding officer indicated that there are at
least 4 patrol units deployed.
As discussed earlier in this report, while the Sheriff's Department has the capability
to handle major disasters and emergencies, there is concern among Wasco
stakeholders that deputies assigned to Wasco would be redeployed elsewhere
within the County during a countywide catastrophic event. Such a scenario would
leave Wasco without sufficient levels of first responders to address the community's
needs. This concern also applies to Wasco's service contract with the Kem County
Fire Department.
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about modifying the contract agreement to stipulate a minimum staffing level of two
patrol deputies at all times.

r

Recommendation #A-2 - The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department

r
!

Recommendation #A-1 - The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department

about modifying the contract agreement to require that there be adequate levels of
sworn personnel remaining within the City during a major countywide catastrophic
event.
2) Cost Control
It appears from the comparative analysis that most cities that
contract for Sheriff law enforcement cities do not have much control over increasing
County costs, whether they are due to overall budgetary constraints or employee
salary increases. In most of the cities surveyed, their contracts stipulate that the
County has the authority to set rates annually. The County is obligated to provide
notice to the City when such cost increases are established. The City often has the
ability to decrease the level of service, but not to a level that is determined by the
Sheriff's Department not to provide a minimum level of police services required by
the needs of the community . .
-

As discussed earlier, the Department's higher cost of salaries and benefits will likely
comprise a larger bulk of the contract budget, compared to a hypothetical
department's proportion of the salaries and benefits to its total operating budget.
The Sheriff's Department pro-rates the non-personnel costs charged to the Wasco
contract typically on a per-employee or per-vehicle unit basis. For most items, these
charges are reasonable and appear to be less than what estimated costs would be
under a local police department scenario. For some contract cost items, particularly
those that can be more easily tracked and tabulated, it may be prudent for the City
to discuss modifying the contract and have these cost items based on actual usage or
performance. The vehicle lease cost can be explored to see if the cost can be based
on actual mileage driven, rather than on an estimated 15,000 miles per year.
Personnel overtime costs can also be calculated based on actual overtime hours
logged by deputies assigned to the Wasco substation. Lastly, dispatch costs can be
calculated based on the number of calls for service generated within Wasco, rather
than on the number of vehicle units.
Recommendation #A-3 - The City should engage and meet the County and Sheriff's

Department to discuss future contract costs, particularly with respect to the
increasing cost of the County's contribution to its retirement system. Such
discussion will assist the City in preparing for significant changes in contract costs.
Recommendation #A-4 - The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department

possible modifications to the County's existing costing calculation formulas that
may result in cost savings for the City.
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3) Deputy Assignment and Tenure - There is currently no provision in the contract
that requires deputies assigned to Wasco stay for an established period of time. Of
the nine comparative contracts assessed, three contracts included a minimum
amount of time for city police assignment. The City of Lathrop (San Joaquin
County) requires a minimum assignment term of 3 years for each deputy, except for
cases due to promotion, termination, retirement or other transfers mutually
agreeable by the Sheriff and City. Regardless, no more than two staff members can
be transferred out of Lathrop within a 12-month period. The contract for the Cities
of Patterson and Riverbank (Stanislaus County) stipulate that staff assignments are
for a minimum of 3 years and 2 years, respectively. Longer assignments are
contingent upon approval of both City and Sheriff. Having such a requirement may
minimize the perceived higher turnover among Kern County deputies assigned to
Wasco.
Recommendation #A-5 - The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department

about modifying the contract agreement to require that deputies to the Wasco
substation must stay for an established period of time, preferably three years unless
given certain circumstances that may warrant reassignment. If a reassignment is
necessary before the required tenure is completed, the City should be notified of the
decision and provided with documentation regarding the reason for the decision.
4) City Meeting Attendance - The contract stipulates that the North Areas Substations
Division Commander (Lieutenant) or his designate attend meetings of the City
Council and/ or commission and board meetings. In the comparative analysis,
several contracts defined the level of participation of Sheriff's representatives at City
meetings. Serving as the chiefs of police, the substations' commanding officers are
often required to attend city council meetings.

-

As was discussed earlier in this report, in our review of 2009 Wasco City Council
minutes, the Sheriff's Department was present at 22 of the 24 regularly scheduled
meetings. It is usually the Sheriff Sergeant in charge of the Wasco substation that
attends these meetings, rather than the Division Commander. However, it appears
that the Sheriff Department representatives did not attend any of the meetings of the
Wasco Union High School District Board of Trustees in FY 2009-10 (as of March
2010) and FY 2008-09. The minutes of only three 2009 meetings of the Wasco Union
Elementary School District were available for review; none had the attendance of
Sheriff personnel. The City can request modification to the contract that would
require Sheriff representation and attendance at each meeting of the Wasco City
Council, and stipulate that Sheriff's representatives would attend special meetings
of the School Boards or other government entities upon the request of the City
Manager. Note that these recommendations, as well as the other recommendations
that request the Sergeant's attendance, should be considered along with the
consideration of the impact of such meeting attendance on the officer's available
time for regular policing operating and management duties.
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Recommendation #A-6 - The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department

about modifying the contract agreement to require the attendance of department
representatives at meetings of the Wasco City Council and at select meetings of the
School Boards or other government entities upon request of the City Manager.
Recommendation #A-7 - The City should consider requesting that the Sheriff

r

r

assigned chief of police attend the regularly scheduled meetings of the City's
department heads.
Recommendation #A-8

City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department about
modifying the contract agreement to require that the assigned sergeant contact the
City Manager regarding any incidents that requires the City Manager's attention or
awareness. The sergeant should also meet with the City Manager on a regular basis
to discuss policing concerns and overall operations.
-

5) Mutual Participation and Involvement - The Wasco contract does not provide for a
high level of input or participation in the operations of law enforcement services.
The contract stipulates that the Sheriff has exclusive control on deputy assignments
and transfers, although contract states that the Sheriff will give extraordinary
consideration to requests by the City Manager with regard to staffing and
operations.
San Clemente, the Chief of Police is expected to report directly to the City
Manager, who has an input in work deployment. The same is true in the City of
Patterson. Any long-term shift deployment change will be reported to the San
Clemente City Council. In Patterson, Riverbank and Dublin, the contracts indicate
that the selection of the Chief of Police requires approval of both the city and Sheriff.
In Patterson, the Sheriff must provide a list of candidates during a chief vacancy to
the City Manager. In Patterson, the contract stipulates that the City Manager will fill
the position, while in Riverbank, the City Manager reviews and/ or interviews
candidates and makes a recommendation to the Sheriff. Moreover, in Riverbank, the
City Manager and Mayor must be involved in any pay for performance review of
the chief of police. In Dublin, if there is a dispute in the selection of the Chief of
Police, the Sheriff has the authority to make the final decision.
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To ensure that the communication lines are clear and that services evolve to meet the
contract city's ongoing and unique needs, the City and County should form a police
advisory committee, similar to the King County Sheriff's Office's Police Oversight
Committee, which embodies the partnership between contract cities and King
County in Washington. Such a committee would allow Wasco stakeholders the
ability to better articulate community needs, desires and priorities with respect to
policing and law enforcement.
Recommendation #A-9 - The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department

about modifying the contract agreement to allow an acceptable level of participation
of the City in the interviewing and selection of the sergeant assigned to serve as the
City of Wasco
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commanding officer or chief of police of the Wasco substation. The City should also
be empowered to provide an annual performance evaluation of the assigned chief of
police/ commanding officer.
Recommendation #A-10 - The City should establish an advisory citizen/stakeholder

committee on police services to share community concerns, and provide input and
recommendations to the Sheriff's Department and substation on law enforcement
services and operations in Wasco.
The Wasco chief of police or his/her
representative would be required to attend the meetings of this committee.
Staff Absences If a Wasco-assigned deputy is absent for 30 consecutive days due
to a work-related injury, then the County would credit the City for its contract costs.
If the deputy is called to active military duty for more than 30 consecutive days, then
the deputy would be replaced or the cost of his/her absence would be credited back.
In the Wasco contract, assigned staff who are absent due to vacation, sick leave, or
any other approved or mandated times away from work will not be replaced.
-

While it is likely that the Sheriff's Department would want to maintain a level of
staffing that is sufficient for adequate policing at all times, the existing contract does
not provide for guaranteed coverage of normal absences beyond a set level. The
City of Wasco theoretically would be required to pay for a deputy's regular time off
levels that may exceed average or general levels. Furthermore, the Department may
determine that it may not be necessary for it to fill his/her time of absence with
another deputy and, thus, providing the City with a lower staffing level for that
period of time. Lastly, if the sergeant/ commanding officer is absent for an extended
period of time (due to vacation, sick leave, etc.), the City (particularly the City
Manager) should be notified and made aware of his/her replacement and contact
information. The lines of communication should remain the same between the City
Manager and the sergeant's replacement.
In the Patterson contract, the City is expected to absorb the costs of normal absences,
but they should not exceed 312 hours per position per fiscal year. If such absence
hours are higher, the Sheriff will provide either backfill of the position or suspend
billing for that position if backfilling is unavailable. In Lathrop, Sheriff's employees
assigned to the city who are absent for more than 45 consecutive calendar days will
be replaced by the County. In Dublin, the County would replace police or civilian
personnel assigned to the City who have been absent from duty for more than 10
consecutive working days as a result of illness or injury. If the absences are due to
vacation, compensatory time, retirement or other excused absences, then the County
would replace personnel when absences are more than 20 consecutive working
days.

Recommendation #A-11 - The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department

about modifying the contract agreement to provide for backfill or contract
reimbursement when absences due to vacation, sick leave and other approv ed time
off exceed a given level.
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Recommendation #A-12

The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department
about defining chain of command and communication protocol when the
sergeant/ commanding officer is absent for . an extended period of time (vacation,
sick leave, etc.).
-

6) Community Policing Approach As discussed earlier in the report, stakeholders
desire an effective and sustained community policing approach and strategy that are
·
uniquely tailored to the Wasco community. Stakeholders desire more deputies
patrolling the schools during certain hours of the day, as well as conducting regular
bike and foot patrol. Stakeholders expect more traffic policing and enforcement,
which is currently assigned to one "traffic officer." Stakeholders want the police
force to be more proactive in understanding the community's concerns and issues.
The previous recommendations for more involvement of both City stakeholders and
Sheriff's representatives in policing should help foster a stronger community
policing approach. Additional changes can be made to further strengthen this
community policing approach.
-

Recommendation #A-13

The City should work with the Sheriff's Department to
develop a training or orientation to familiarize newly assigned deputies with the
Wasco community, its groups and institutions, and community leaders
-

Recommendation #A-14 - The City should work with the Sheriff's Department to

modify the deputies' key responsibilities to include the expectation to perform the
duties associated with traffic enforcement.
Recommendation #A-15 - The City should work with the Sheriff's Department to

modify the contract agreement and to incorporate the expectation that deputies will
engage in community policing duties, such as attending community meetings and
conducting foot, bike and school patrols.
Recommendation #A-16

The City should discuss with the Sheriff's Department
about empowering the assigned sergeant/commanding officer to serve as the "chief
of police" with more authority to make decisions and provide information when
requested.
-

Wasco Police Department

Although this report recommends that the City continue with the Sheriff's law
enforcement contract, the following section discusses the key preliminary steps and
timeframe required of establishing a Wasco municipal police department.
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1) Allow a 10-Month Transition Period On the conservative side, the City should
assume a 10-month transition period. Note that in forming its own police
department, the City of Tehachapi required a total of 8 months for the transition
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period. Tehachapi sworn in its new police chief on November 27, 2006, and the new
police department began its first day of patrol on July 1, 2007.
Recommendation #B-1 - Assume a 10-month transition period to establish the City's

police department, starting in July 1, 2010 and ending in May 1, 201 1 .
2) Negotiate Sheriff's Contract Costs During Transition Period
The report
o
estimated that the Wasco contract cost f r FY 2010-1 1 would be approximately
$3,023,692. During a transition period of 10 months, in which the City would still
require the Sheriff's Department to provide policing services, the estimated cost for
this service would be approximately $2.52 million. Before the transition begins, the
City must negotiate with the Sheriff's Department for a revised contract to continue
law enforcement services in Wasco during the transition period and to develop a
seamless operational transition plan.
-

Recommendation # B-2 - Prior to establishing the transition period, the City should
negotiate with the Sheriff's Department to continue providing policing services in
Wasco for no more than 10 months, starting on July 1, 2010. Expect the cost to be
approximately $2.5 million.

3) Recruit and Hire the Chief of Police
The Wasco City Council and City
management should begin the recruitment of the new Police Chief immediately.
The recruitment and hiring of this position would require 4 months. The City may
need to hire a consulting firm to assist with recruitment and interviewing. The
transitional budget should include funding to support a Chief of Police for 10
months, starting on July 1, 2010; the cost should be approximately $171,000 for
salary and benefits. After the Chief is hired, he/she would be then be responsible
for the hiring of the additional staff and leading the implementation of the new
police department.
-

Recommendation # B-3 - The City should begin the recruitment of the new Chief of

Police immediately, allowing 4-5 months to complete the process .and allocating
approximately $171,000 for his/her salary and benefits for the 10-month transition
period.
4) Recruit and Hire Support and Command Staff
The Police Chief is likely to
require at least 2-4 months into the transition period to hire one (1) executive
secretary and his/her command staff of two (2) sergeants or senior officers. The key
support and command staff would assist the Police Chief with the administrative
and planning functions of establishing a police department, including facility
renovation, specialized police equipment procurement, IT equipment purchase and
licensing, policy and procedures development, officer recruitment and selection, and
contract negotiations. It is likely the executive secretary would be hired before the
command staff personnel.
-
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Recommendation # B-4 - The new Chief of Police should allow up to 4 months to

hire an executive secretary and command staff (two sergeants /senior officers), and
should assume a total cost of approximately $181,000 for their salaries and benefits
during the transition period.
5) Negotiate Contractual Services
The Police Chief and his/her command staff
should begin negotiating contracts for services that the new department would not
be able to provide on its own, including dispatch services, evidence/property room,
shooting range, and jailing services. The likely contractual providers are Sheriff's
Department and the Shafter Police Department, as discussed earlier in this report.
-

Recommendation # B-5 - The new Chief of Police and his /her command staff should

begin contract negotiations for auxiliary services, such as dispatch services,
evidence/property room, shooting range, and jailing services. The City should
allow up to 4 months to complete this task. As noted earlier in this chapter, based
on the Shafter service proposal for dispatch services, there would be a one-time
start-up cost of $100,000 for radio infrastructure and RIMS - Multiagency Module
License. Annual contractual costs are included in the projected annual budgets.
6) Finalize Capital Requirements and Equipment Procurement The Police Chief
and his/her command staff should work to apply for any grants and loan programs
for which the start-up department is eligible, and to develop specifications and
solicit bids for any facility renovations and specialized equipment purchases, such
as police vehicles, weapons, mobile data computers, communication radios, officer
uniforms and gear, and office equipment. The project team estimated a total cost for
non-vehicle equipment of approximately $333,000. As noted earlier, the cost for 16
vehicles in the first year of a lease-purchase agreement is estimated at $190,000.
-

Recommendation # B-6 - The new Chief of Police and his /her command staff should

begin the work needed for facility renovations, and the specification development
and procurement for specialized and office equipment. Time up to the department
start time should be provided to complete this task, as well as approximately
$523,000 be appropriate d for capital expenditures.
7) Recruit and Hire Patrol Staff The Police Chief and his /her command staff is likely
to require at least 4 months to recruit, interview, test and hire the thirteen (13) lateral
police officers who will comprise the police force, as the two (2) additional office
support staff employees. The officers should begin work in the City no later than
one month before the start date of May 1, 201 1 . This would require approximately
$116,000 for one month of work.
-

Recommendation # B-7

The new Chief of Police should allow up to 4 months to
and civilian personnel, and should assume a total cost of
sworn
remaining
the
hire
approximately $116,000 for their salaries and benefits during the transition period.
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8)

The Police Chief and
his /her command staff should have already developed a training curriculum for
both new sworn and civilian personnel. The training and workshops should be
conducted within the month prior to start time. In this hypothetical scenario, this
would be the month of April 20 11. Some of these activities can also involve other
City personnel.
Conduct Staff Training and Team B uilding Workshop(s)

-

The new Chief of Police should implement and complete all
staff training and team building activities for both sworn and civilian staff within
the month prior to the new department assuming patrol duties on May 1, 20 11.
Recommendation # B-8

-
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Appendix A.
List of One-on-One Interviews, Focus Groups, and Community Meeting
One-on-One Interviews:
1.

Fred West, Wasco Mayor

2.

Danny Espitia, Wasco Mayor Pro Tern

3.

Cheryl Wegman, Wasco Council Member

4.

Tilo Cortez, Wasco Council Member

5.

Joe Hively, Wasco Council Member

6.

Jim Zervis, City Manager, City of Wasco

7.

Donny Youngblood, Sheriff Coroner /Public Administrator

8.

Marty Williamson, Undersheriff

9.

David Nelson, Commander, Support Services Division, Kern Co. Sheriff's
Department

10. Curtis Cornelison, Lieutenant, Kern Co. Sheriff's Department
1 1 . Jim Craig, Sergeant/Wasco Substation commanding officer, Kem Co. Sheriff's
Department
12. Bryan Armendariz, Sergeant/Wasco Substation commanding officer (former),
Kern Co. Sheriff's Department
13. Bob Venable, Senior Deputy, Wasco Substation, Kern Co. Sheriff's Department
14. Lauro Cantu, Senior Deputy, Wasco Substation, Kern Co. Sheriff's Department
15. Dan Turley, Sheriff's Department Finance
16. Hector De La Rosa, Level 1 Reserve Deputy Sheriff
17. Martin Barron, Sheriff's Activity League
18. David Wolf, Kern County Deputy District Attorney
19. Gloria Dominguez and Claire Barron, Kern County Chief Administrative Office
20. John Guinn, City Manager, City of Shafter
21 . Charlie Fivecoat, Chief of Police, City of Shafter
22. Jeff Kermode, Chief of Police, City of Tehachapi
23. David Frazer, Chief of Police, City of McFarland
24. Bob Wilburn, City Manager, City of McFarland
25. Larry Pennell, Former City Manager, City of Wasco
26. Elizabeth McCray, Wasco High School District Superintendent
27. Paul Chounet, Elementary School District Superintendent
28. Paul Neufeld, former Councilmember
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30. Jill Drescher, Planning Commissioner
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31 . Don Elholm, Planning Commissioner

I

29. James Forrest, Planning Commissioner

r

32. Dwayne Hutson, Planning Commissioner
33. Mark Smith and Rosario Miranda, Wasco Housing Authority
34. Wayne Ketcherside, Vice President, Wasco Chamber of Commerce
35. Joel Ackerknechet, Owner /Operator, Portwood Farms
36. Rene Reyes, Code Enforcement Staff
37. Joe Elwood, Wasco High School Principal
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38. Danny Arrellano, Principal, Carl F. Clemens Elementary School
39. Pat Rissi, Vice Principal, Wasco High School
40. Sam Sikola, Union Bank Manager
41 . Danny Brown, Economic Development Director
42. Geary Anderson, WHA Board and Wasco Resident
43. Reyna Alvarado, WHA-HUD Tenant
44. Barbara Lucas, Wasco Historical Society
45. Tony Stout, Western Furniture
46. Charlie Wegman, Business Owner/Resident
47. Javier Carabarin, Business Owner, Dreams Boutique
48. Gary Jones, Resident and Member, Park and Recreation District Board
49. Roguel (Roy) Sanchez, Owner, El Pueblo Market
50. Dan Wong, Commercial, Government & Police Sales Manager, General
Motors/Chrysler (Chevy Impala and Caprice Police Vehicles)
51. Joe Connell, Wondries Fleet Group (Ford Police Interceptor)
52. Kevin Buzzard, Fleet Manager, McPeek Dodge (Dodge Charger Police Vehicle)
53. Danielle Brooks, Actuarial and Employer Services Division, California Public
Employees' Retirement System
Focus Group Meetings:
Religious Leaders Meeting:

1 . Bishop Houston Crenshaw, Apostolic Faith Temple
2. Pastor Joseph Cardamone, Grace Community Church
3. Pastor Bill Lewis, Griffith Avenue Baptist Church
4. Rev. Wayne Montgomery, Christ Community Church
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5. Pastor Scott Allred, United Methodist Church
6. John Martinez, Westside Family Fellowship
7. Rev. Marvin Cockrell, Truelight Baptist Church
8. Pastor and Mrs. Profideo Salinas, Templo Emanuel Church
Coffee Shop Meeting:
•

Project team attended a local shop with Councilmember Joe Hively and Mayor
Fred West to discuss police services with patrons.

Community Public Safety Meeting:
•

Over 30 attendees, including local media (Channel 23) and five representatives
from the Sheriff's Department (including the Chief Deputy of the Sheriff's
Department's Field Operations Bureau, Commander of the Northern Area
Substations Section, and commanding Sergeant of the Wasco Substation).

Police Services Study Steering Committee:
•

Met twice with the Police Services Steering Committee, which consisted of the
following members:
1 . Danny Espitia, Wasco Mayor Pro Tern
2. Joe Hively, Wasco Council Member
3. Jim Zervis, City Manager, City of Wasco
4. Dan Allen, Public Works Director, City of Wasco
5. Elizabeth McCray, Wasco High School District Superintendent
6. Paul Chounet, Elementary School District Superintendent
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Appendix B.
Law Enforcement Services
Comparative Service and Staffing Survey Summary

City

Wasco

Shafter

Arvin

California City

Tehachapi

Oakdale

Riverbank

Coalinga

Reedley

Sanger

County

Kern

Kern

Kern

Kern

Kern

Stanislaus

Stanislaus

Fresno

Fresno

Fresno

City Population
Citv Population (w/o facility)

25,434

15,812

16,675

14,828

13,631

19,608

21,805

19,109

25,723

25,417

19 445

15 232

16 659

12 328

7 873

19 608

2 1 805

13 421

25 723

25 417

Tvoe
Square Miles Served
Citizen Initiated Calls-for-Service
Total CFS
CFS oer 1000
Time Consumed per CFS

Sheriff Contract City
7.6

City Police Department
26.7

City Police Department
4.5

City Police Department
203.0

City Police Department
8.0

City Police Department
6.0

Sheriff Contract City
3.9

City Police Department
5.9

City Police Department
6.5

City Police Department
4.5

City Police Department
7.5

10,117
520.3
34.7

29,501
1,936.8
20.0

9,854
591.5
15.5

10,873
882.0
29.0

5,518
700.9
37.0

15,792
805.4
Not available.

12,421
569.6
Not available.

19,656
1,464.6
55.0

5,881
228.6
Not available.

4,894
192.5
38.9

31,801
1,497.4
Not available.

2.7
6.3

3.0
3.5

6.0
13.0

2.8
8.6

6.0
10.0

5.0
13.0

Priority 1, Priority 2 calls)
7.0
5.1
Not available.
10.0

8.5
10.2

9.6
9.2

2.5
4.0

6,505
252.9

6 946
273.3

22,144
1,042.7

Response Time Average
Response Time · Emereencv Calls
Resoonse Time - All Calls

Dinuba

'

Tulare

"\..

21,237

'

2 1 237

'111:

�:,

Includes traffic stops,
Officer Initiated Activitv
Total OIAs
OIAs per 1000
Crime
Part 1 Crimes
Part 1 Crimes oer 1000
All Crimes
All Crimes oer 1000
Traffic Collisions
Injury (including fatal)
lniury Collisions per 1000
Non-Injury
Non-lniury Collisions oer 1000

Traffic Citations
Moving Violations
Movine Violations per 1000
All Others
All Others oer 1000

7,288
374.8

8,352
548.3

12,319
739.5

7,947
644.6

11,958
1,518.9

16,938
863.8

subject stops, bike stops,
COP and CVC violations.
6,378
12,360
292.5
920.9

883
45.4
2,957
152. 1

623
40.9
2,101
137.9

896
53.8
1,792
107.6

596
48.3
3,030
245.8

264
33.S
1,444
183.4

994
50.7
Not available.
Not available.

845
38.8
Not available.
Not available.

607
45.2
1,500
111.8

771
30.0
2,614
101.6

1,085
42.7
3,755
147.7

1,385
65.2
3536
166.5

27
1.4
132
6.8

39
2.6
152
10.0

43
2.6
112
6.7

45
3.7
46
3.7

37
4.7
94
11.9

324
16.S
250
12.7
"" others·· includes

31
1.4
131
6.0
1v1oving Violations

14
1.0
120
8.9

46
1.8
241
9.4

27
1.1
83
3.3

34
1.6
295
13.9

criminal/misdemeanor

unable to separate from

cites.
4,723
240.9
7,903
403.0

"All Others."
2,747
126.0
4,327
198.4

Not available.
Not available.
479
35.7

2,104
81.8
503
19.6

Not available.
Not available.
Not available.
Not available.

4,473
210.6
4,989
234.9

754
38.8
1,052
54.1

814
53.4
281
18.4

1,075
64.5
912
54.7

908
73.7
489
39.7

349
44.3
153
19.4

"Reports Written"
Reoorts Written
Reports Written Total
Reports Written per 1000
Arrests
Arrests Total
Arrests oer 1000
No. Booked in Countv Jail
Total
Distance of Co. Jail from City

3,267
168.0

2,740
179.9

2,791
167.5

2,452
198.9

1,843
234.1

Not available.
Not available.

include adult & iuvenile.
818
3,497
37.5
260.6

6,009
233.6

4,729
186.1

4,492
2 1 1.5

1,678
86.3

5,722
375.7

805
48.3

1,049
85.1

979
124.3

2,095
106.8

536
24.6

550
41.0

1,528
59.4

978
38.5

1554
73.2

Not available.

675

256

127

Not available.

Not available.

Not available.

272

373

198

Not available.

Approx 10 miles to
Downtown County Jail
(Men's) and 15 miles to
Total
Cases Cleared
Cases Cleared Total
Cases Cleared per 1000
Total Sworn Allocation
Chief/Commander

Stanislaus Public Safety

20 to Mojave, 40 to
28

19 miles

20

1,932
99.4

1,137
74.6

432
25.9

75
Part I crimes
153
12.4

1

1

1

Bakersfield

10 miles

Center (Women's)

70

30

15

15

Not available.

Not available.
Not available.

Not available.
Not available.

72
5.4

Not available.
Not available.

201
7.9

707
33.3

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Appendix B.
Law Enforcement Services
Comparative Service and Staffing Survey Summary
City

Wasco

Shafter

Arvin

California City

Tehachapi

Oakdale

Riverbank

Coalinga

Reedley

Sanger

Dinuba

County

Kern

Kern

Kern

Kern

Kern

Stanislaus

Stanislaus

Fresno

Fresno

Fresno

Tulare

City Population
Citv Pooulation {w/o facility)
Asst. C h ief/Capt/Other
Lieutenants
Sergean ts
Senior Officers
Officers
Other (write i n ) :

25,434

15,812

16,675

14,828

13,631

19,608

21,805

19,109

25,723

25,417

21,237

19 445

15 232
1

16 659

12 328

7 873

19 608

21 805

13 421

25 723

25 417

21 237

1
2
13

5
4
10

1
3
1
11
1 {Investigator)

2
2
2
9

2
2
8

2
6
7
10
1 {Detective)

2
4
2 (Corporals)
9
1 (Detective)
1 (School Resource

2
7
4
20

1
4
1
24

2
6

34
1.32

31
1.22

40
1.88

19
5

15

21
2

2

2

2

1 (Gang Task Force)

4 (Gang Unit)

2 (Gangs)
2 (School Resource

1 (MAGEC)
2 (School Resource
Officer)

Officers)

5
1

6
1
1

Other (write in):
Other {write in):
Total Sworn Staff
Total Sworn Staff oer 1000
Sworn Assigned to:
Patrol
Detectives
Traffic Enforcement

2
17

20
0.92

16
0.82

21
1.38

17
1.02

16
1.30

13
1.65

27
1.38

15

14
1

14
1

13
2

10
1

10
21
4
1
1 (and a second 2 days a

1

1
1 (F.B.I. Gang Task

week)

Officer)
1 (Staff Officer)
21
1.S6
21

3

Other (write i n ) :

Force)
1 (CAL-MMEIT Drug

1 {Chief)

Other (write in):

Task Force)

1 (Admin. Lt.)

4 !Administration)

1 (Admin. Sgt.)

2 (Schools)

Other (write in):
Civilian Emolovees
Dispatchers
Administrative Assistant/Secretary
Records Clerk
Crime Analyst

3

6
1
1
0

6
1

1

1 {School Resource Officer)

5
2

5
1
1

2

1 (Animal Control)

6
1
3

2 (K-9)

11 (Community �erv1ce
2 (Community Service

Other (write in):

3

6
1
2

31

Officer)

Other (write in):

2

Officer/ Evidence

2 (Commun ity Service

Technician)

Officers)

2 (Community Service

2 (Code Enforcement)

2

Officers)

1 ICommunitv Relations)
2 part-time (Animal

1 (Animal Control)

1 (Animal Control)

Control Officers)
1 part-time (Evidence

(Prooertv I Evidence)

Technician)
2 (Community Service

Other (write in):

1

Other (write in):

2 (Victim Services)

Officers)

2 (Community Programs)
9
18
1
4
0.04
0.16

14
2
0.09

Other (write in):
Total Civilian
Total Adm in/Clerical Civilian
Adm in/Clerical Civilian Staff per 1000
Volunteers:
Reserve Officers
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

3
3
0.15

9
2
0.13

9
1
0.06

5
2
3

3
6

Civilian Volunteers

11
2
0.16
6
1
1
4
7

9

2
2
0.25

8
2
0.10

5
3
0.14

9
3
0.22

1

4
3
1

1
1

6

16

30

time/variable

6
2
4

0 (authorized 15)

3

22

1 full time, others part1

12

What do the civilian volunteers do? (front
Front office, patrol, special Traffic control, crime
prevention, visit homes

office, patrol, crime prevention, etc.)

events, crime lab

Assist wherever

Front Office, Vacation

Crime Prevention,

House checks, patrol,

transport, court document of senior citizens (shutins)
transport, etc.

necessary - front desk,

House Checks, Patrol,

Grafitti Abatement.

Chaplains/Patrol

Front Officer, patrol crime desert patrol, crime
prevention, errands
prevention

Records assitance

Street Faires

Paperwork to D.A.,
Parade details

21

20

volunteer, 1 chief\

23

31

34

Ipatrol, crime prevention

Patrol Vehicles
8 patrol (+2 admin, 2
Number of Patrol vehicles

16

8
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Appendix B.
Law Enforcement Services
Comparative Service and Staffing Survey Summary

City

Wasco

Shafter

Arvin

California City

Tehachapi

Oakdale

Riverbank

Coalinga

Reedley

Sanger

Dinuba

County

Kern

Kern

Kern

Kern

Kern

Stanislaus

Stanislaus

Fresno

Fresno

Fresno

Tulare

City Population
City Pooulation (w/o facility)

25,434

15,812

16,675

14,828

13,631

19,608

21,805

19,109

25,723

25,417

19 445

15 232

12 328

7 873

19 608

21 805

13 421

25 723

25 417

21 237

Purchase

16 659
!Purchase (2 aamin

'

21,237

vehicles, 1 animal control,
17 patrol)

Lease - 4 year plan

Purchase

be lease-to-purchase)

Purchase

Purchase

Purchase

Lease

Purchase

Purchase (but next 2 will

Lease or purchase?
Dispatch Services

Purchase

Contract or In-House?

In-House

center)

In-House

In-House

Contract (Bear Valley PD)

In-House

Contract

In-House

In-House

In-House

In-House

No

No

No

No

No

No (disbanded 2008)

No

Yes

Yes - Narcotics

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No (disbanded 2009)

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No
County-wide AVOID

Part Time

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (SEt & 2 officers)

DUI

No

Grant

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

Yes (1 officer, 50% funded
School Resource Officer (SRO)

No

1 patrolman at 1/2 time Yes (1)

No

by school district)

No (school funding cut in
2009)
No
2 officers as an ancillary

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (2 officers)

Bike Patrol

No

volunteer

Yes
Yes (Desert Response
Team)

dutv
As needed
Mounted patrol for special

Yes (Traffic)
Yes (Under Cover -

No
Yes (Special

Drugs)

Investigations Unit)
Yes (Rapid Deployment

In-House (complete 9 1 1

....,

K-9

Yes or No
SWAT
Yes or No
Motors
Yes or No
Soecialized Units
Gang

"\\
'

Other (write in):
Other (write in):
Correctional Facility in the Citv
Yes or No
How manv beds?

"

Part Time (2)
1 (Animal Control - CSO)

No

events

No

Team)
Yes
S,989

Yes
580

Yes (temporary holding)
16

Yes
2,SOO

No

Yes
5,758
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Appendix C.
Comparative Survey of Sheriff's Law Enforcement Contracts in California Summary
� , ·,· ; ·· ·. . :

Countv
City Population
1111 "0091
A•reement Term
Contract Amount
Cost Terms

Wasco
Kern
25,434

..

..

5
S2 819 619
City pays for a set number of
personnel, each expected to
work on a full-time basis.

lili th.....

Dlllilln ,

. ....

San Joaauin
17,671

Alameda
47,922

5
S4 901 366
City pays for actua l cost to
Sheriff staff, including overtime
and support services provided,
based on a fully allocated
personnel billing rate.

5
S12 226 947
City pays for actual costs and a
basic level of service, in terms of
organizational structure and
number of personnel. The actual
costs Includes an indirect charge
to cover portions of the Sheriff
Office's indirect or overhead
costs as they pertain to actual
cost providing services to the
City. The charge does not apply
to the County's Internal Service
Charge. The indirect charge was
set at 8% in FY 2005-06,
increasing 0.25% each year
thereafter. In FY 2009-10, the
charge is 9%. The Sheriff has the
discretion annually to waive or
not the indirect charges for
dispatch services.

Pei'lis

11atterson .

·.

Rlvtirliaitk

·.

·. · ·· · ·

; : .. ._: itosemud •

Riverside
54,323

Stanislaus
21,168

5
S12 554 567
City pays for an average total of
234.0 hours per day (based on
1,780 annual productive hours
per sworn position).

5
S3 252 862
City pays for a budget that
includes number of sworn/ nonsworn personnel FTEs, overtime
costs, i nternal service charges,
services and supplies, and patrol
vehicle charges. Budget includes
0.50 FTE (not to exceed 1,040
hours) Deputy position
designated as the relief deputy
and used to provide backfill.

5
S3 500 000 !estimate!
City pays for a budget that
includes number of sworn/ nonsworn personnel FTEs, overtime
costs, internal service charges,
services and supplies, and patrol
vehicle charges.

Sheriff m ust ensure a minimum
of two patrol deputies on duty
24-7.

City paid for 50% of the Chief of
Police position starting in FY '0506, increasing to 100% in the
current FY '09-10.

City will pay for 10% of the Chief
of Police position starting in FY
'OS-09, increasing by 10% each
year for the 5-year contract
period.

Stanislaus
21,805

... - 1

LosAnoeles
57,594

County to bill City on a quarterly County to bill City monthly for
basis for services rendered
services rendered during the
during the previous quarter.
previous month.

County delivers a n itemized
invoice that covers the actual
costs of all services performed
on a quarterly basis. City

--

-·

[.. "

San aemenie
Oran•e
68,316

.- :;:,-�,,

Oran•e
45,683

-

, ..

1· .
1
6.'l-32 852
Sll 667 079
City pays for a level of service
City pays for a level of service
based on 100% full-ti me staff
based on 100% full-time staff
hours dedicated to various law
hours dedicated to various law
enforcement fuhctions
enforcement functions
(management, supervision,
(management, supervision,
investigation servcles,·patrol
investigation servcies, patrol
services, etc.) in the City. ·City
services, traffic/parking, school
also pays for a percentage/
resource unit, crime prevention
portion of County regional
specialists, and support staff) in
support services and extra help,
the City. City also pays for a
such as 5.12% of two
percentage/ portion of County
Investigators involved in Auto
regional support services and
extra help, such as 7. 76% of two Theft cases and 5.90% of one
investigative assistant involved in
Investigators involved in Auto
traffic incidents. Contract also
Theft cases. Contract also
includes various other charges
Includes various other charges
(approxi m ately 7.8%), such as
(approximately 7 .8%), such as
alarm monitoring; holiday pay;
alarm monitoring; annua l leave
comp time; fuel costs; MDC
paydowns; premium pay for
recurring costs, etc.
bilingual staff; contract
administration; direct supplies and
services; holiday pay; comp time;
fuel costs; and MDC recurring

5
S 14 529 673
City pays for estimated yearly
hours of service (132,149) sworn
hours or approximately 73.86
FTEs) based on esta blished rates
for each position. The contract
a lso charges 6% for liability
insurance.

County bills the City on a
monthly basis for services
performed during the previous
month.

County bills the City on a monthly County bills the City on a monthly
basis, with each monthly invoice
basis for services performed
covering 1/12 of the annual
during the previous month.
contract, less a ny credits not

Sheriff must ensure a minimum
of two patrol deputies on duty
24-7.

A1rsovie1o ··

costs.

County to bill City monthly for
services rendered during the
previous month.

acknowledges that the 4th
quarter invoice of each year may
not reflect the final and
complete costs of that quarter,
and any adjustments will be
made in the first quarter of the
next fiscal year.

County bills the City on a
monthly basis, with each
monthly invoice covering 1/12 of
the annual contract. Vehicle
costs a re billed quarterly based
on a cost per mile rate, which
includes gasoline, maintenance
and replacement costs fo each
vehicle used.

County bills the City on a
monthly basis, with each
monthly invoice covering 1/12 of
the annual contract. Vehicle
costs are billed quarterly based
on a cost per mile rate, which
includes gasoline, maintena nce
and replacement costs fo each
vehicle used.

overtime Expenses Overtime is based on a flat rate
of 9% of sworn salaries
(deputies, sr. deputies and
sergeants). overtime a lso
includes a shift differential rate
(for those working the 21 :00 to
07:00 shift); these employees
earn an a dditional 7% of salary

Overtime hours are
reimburseable expenses to be
billed in the monthly Invoice to
the City.

overtime is not discussed in the Not delineated in the contract
Not clearly delineated. Overtime Not clearly delineated. Overtime
contract language, but it is likely agreement, but likely included in was approximately 6.7% of total was approximately 6.7% of total
included in the quarterly invoices the budget as a line item.
salary cost.
salary cost.
that bill for actua l costs.

Special Events
Staffing Expenses

City pays for special events, such
as disasters, labor disputes,
public events, or unusual crime
and Investigation circumstances.

Contract language does not
Not delineated in the contract
agreement.
provide deta il regarding
expenses for staffing special
events. These costs are likely
included In the quarterly invoices
if such expenses were to have
incurred.

City pays for related overtime
coverage of special events. Such
overtime must have prior
approval by the City.

.

Los An•eles
37,580

5
S6 359 520
City pays for estimated yearly
hours of service (58, 719 sworn
hours or approximately 30.58
FTEs) based on established rates
for each position. The contract
also charges 6% for liability
insurance.

City a lso pays for 7 city
employees assigned to police
services at a cost of $1,680,249
for FY 2009-10.
Billing

18/t!!lt·Holluwnod

City agrees to pay for the policins
of any specia l event that the City
has authorized and that the
Sheriff has determined to
require law enforcement
services.

Page l o/4

Not clearly delineated in the
contract and budget, but likely

Not clearly delineated in the
contract and budget, but likely
incorporated into the established incorporated into the established
rates.
rates.

City agrees to pay for the policin1 Not delineated in the contract.
of any specia l event that the City
has authorized and that the
Sheriff has determined to
require law enforcement
services.

Not delineated in the contract.
Third parties coordinate directly
with the Sheriff's Office

County bills the City on a monthly
basis, with each monthly invoice
covering 1/12 of the annual
contract, less any credits not

rendered in the prior billing
period.

rendered in the prior billing
period.

Not clearly delineated in the
contract and budget, but likely
incorporated into the established
rates.

Not clearly delineated in the
contract and budget, but likely
incorporated into the esta blished
rates.

At City's request, County will
provide enhanced law
enforcement services at City
fa cilities. City will pay for
facilities. City will pay for
associated costs if such services go associated costs if such services
go beyond the level of services
beyond the level of services
defined in the contract. If event is defined in the contract. If event
not on City property, then City will is not on City property, then City
will pay for additional costs.
pay for additional costs.

At City's request, County will
provide enhanced law
enforcement services at City
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Appendix C.
Comparative Survey of Sheriff's Law Enforcement Contracts in California Summary

Supplies, Materia ls County provides the necessary
and Equipment

supplies, equipment, and
materials required, including
vehicle acquisition, replacement,
fuel, repair and maintenance.
City pays for city logo decals on
deputy vehicles, and provides
the substation facility for the
Sheritrs usage.

Start-Up Costs

Not delineated in the contract
agreement, but assumption is
that all start-up or preemployment costs are included
in the contract.

Charges for such items deemed City fu rnishes at its own cost the County provides all equi pment,
necessary by City and County for administrative headqua rters for communication services and
service provision a re included in the Sheriff's operations in the
the personnel billing rate and are City. City pays for all costs,
not billed separately. However, including space, furniture,
furnishings, office supplies,
City pays fo r non-standard
County issue equipment,
ja nitorial services, telephone,
supplies and materials, such as and othe r utilities. The City also
stationary, logos, badges, and/or assigns a total of seven City
uniforms issued in the name of civilian employees to Police
the City.
Services.

City pays for pre-employment
costs, salaries and benefits of
trainees and field training
officers, peace officer academy
costs, on the job training costs,

Not delineated in the contract
agreement, but assumption is
that all start-up or pre
employment costs a re included
in the contract.

County provides all supplies,
equipment, services and

supplies necessary to maintain
materials associated with law
the defined level of service. City enforcement services in the City.
pays for the cost of using specific The City pays for special
equipment used to solely
stationary, supplies, notices,
support specialized enforcement logos, insignias, badges,
within the City not normally
uniforms, etc. Sheriff utilizes
provided by the Sheriff, and
existing police facility, and a l l
special supplies, stationary,
utilities and mainteance are to
notices and forms.
be paid by the City.

If the City elects to add
Not delineated in the contract
additional deputy sheriff
agreement, but assu mption is
positions, then the City pays for that all start-up or pre
the associated field training
employment costs are included
costs.
in the contract.

County provides all supplies,
equipment, services and

County furnishes all necessary
labor, supervision, equipment,

County furnishes all necessary
labor, supervision, equipment,

materials associated with law
enforcement services in the City.
The City pays for special
stationary, supplies, notices,
logos, insignias, badges,
uniforms, etc. Sheriff utilizes
existing police facility, and a l l

communication facilities, and
supplies. The City pays for
special stationary, supplies, or

communication facilities, and
the City's fuel pumps, with
supplies. The City pays for special motorcycle and some other fuel
stationary, supplies, or notices
reimbursement covered in the

notices with the City's logo. The
City furnishes the Sheriff's
Department with a city
substation facility. Sheriff has

with the City's logo. The City
furnishes the Sheriff's Department
with a city substation facility.
Sheriff has authority to negotiate

contract amou nt. City will provide
and retain ownership of fa cility,
and furnishings and equipment in
the facility. City also owns and is

with the City regarding which
entity would pay for furniture,

responsible for the maintenance
of all traffic motorcycles.

utilities and mainteance are to
be paid by the City. Contract
language states that City and

authority to negotiate with the
City regarding which entity
would pay for furniture,
County will work on developing a furnishings, office supplies,
janitor service, telephone, light,
police facility.
water and other utilities.

The City pays for most of the fuel
used in Sheriff's vehicles through

City agrees to pay the County for
all necessary costs of services as
determined by the County and
Jrioluded in the contract to
Include services, supplies,

equip,,;'ent, and genera l
overhead. Total amount included
as part of "Other Charges" in the
line item budget.

furnishings, office supplies, janitor
service, telephone, light, water
and other utilities.

Not delineated in the contract
agreement, but assumption is
that all start-up or pre
employment costs are included
in the contract.

Not delineated In the contract
agreement, but assumption is
that all .start-up or pre
employment costs a re included
in the contract.

all start-up or pre-employment
all start-up or pre-employment
that all start-up or precosts a re included in the contract. costs are included in the contract. employment costs are included in
the contract.

Not delineated in the contract
agreement, but assumption is
that all trainings costs are
included in the contract.

Not delineated in the contract
agreement, but assumption is
that all trainings costs are
included in the contract.

I ncluded as part of the "Other
Not delineated in the contract
Included as part of the "Other
agreement, but assu mption is',that Charges" lump sum in the budget. Charges" lump sum in the budget.
all trainings costs are included. In
the contract.

Not delineated In the contract
Not delineated in the contract
Not delineated in the contract
agreement, but assumption is that agreement, but assumption is that agreement, but assumption Is

and reimbursements from the
State incurred by the hiring of
replacement officers for the City
police force. County calculates
costs fo r each new permanent
position. Unless requested by
City, cost is amortized over no
less than 1S years.
Staff Training

Ongoing deputy training is
included in the contract,
including overtime expenses
associated with training.

City pays for all specialized
County pays for all necessary
Not delineated in the contract
training costs, including staff
training; costs are likely included agreement.
sala ries. For training exclusive to In the quarterly invoices.
the Sheriff's Office (i.e., SWAT,
hostage negotiations, and EOD),
the County will replace a city
officer during the training sessior
and pay for any overtime
necessary.

Budget Increases

County will analyze, recompute,
and revised the budget on an
annual basis, and provide the
City with the revisions and
explanation not later than April
1st of each year.

If County's cost of providing
services increases, County will
notify City of the increase and
adjust future invoices. County
Auditor-Controller reviews the
cost on an annual basis.

County submits an annual
estimate on actual costs,
including indirect costs, of
providing services for the
succeeding fiscal year. Only the
indirect cost charge rate is
established in the contract
agreement (see above).

Not delineated in the contract
agreement, but assumption is
that all trainings costs are
Included in the contract.

County has the right to adjust
County will notify the City of any County will notify the City of a ny Set rates are established
established charge rates
new rates involving salary and
new rates involving salary and
annually by the County Auditorperiodically. City must be
wage changes within 30 days
wage changes within 30 days
Controller effective July 1st of
notified of the rate
after their adoption by the Board after their adoption by the Board each year. Other changes to the
modifications, and can provide
of Supervisors. City agrees that of Supervisors. City agrees that service level requires an
comment and disagreement.
staffing should Increase if
staffing shou ld increase if
amendment to the Deployment
However, County can reduce
population increases, so long as population increases, so long as of Personnel form included in th•
service level in accordance with the staffing ratio is O.BS officers the staffing ratio is O.BS officers contract.
the amount the City is willing to per 1000 population. City has
per 1000 population, although
pay.
City currently has a 0.95 ratio
adopted polity to increase the
staffing level to 1.5 per 1,000.
with a future goa l of 1.25.

Page 2 of4

Set rates are established annually At the time of this agreement,
At the time of this agreement,
there were unresolved issues
by the County Auditor-Contro i ler there were unresolved issues
effective July 1st of each yea r.,
pertaining to potential increases in pertaining to potentia l increases
Other changes to the service level Sheriff salaries and benefits. The in Sheriff salaries and benefits.
cost of potential Increases are not The cost of potential increases
requires a n amendment to th �
Deployment of Personnel form
included in the current budget. If a re not included in the current
'
included in the contract.
the County incurs such cost
budget. If the County incurs such
Increases, then the City is

cost increases, then the City is
obligated to pay the full cost of
such increases for services
performed in the City. The City has performed In the City. The City
the right to request the County to has the right to request the
decrease the level of service, in
County to decrease the level of
order to maintain the pre-increase service, in order to maintain the
contract budget amount.
pre-increase contract budget
amount.

obligated to pay the fu ll cost of
such increases for services
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Appendix C.
Comparative Survey of Sheriff's Law Enforcement Contracts in California Summary

Lieutenant

Lieutenant ( 1)
Sergeant (3)
Deputies (61.69)
Community Services Asst (3)
Non-Sworn (4)

Lieutenant ( 1)
Administrative Sergeant (1)
Patrol Sergeants (4)
Investigators (3)
Investigative Assistant (1)
Patrol Deputies (30)
Motorcycle Deputies/Units (4)

Lieutenant (1)
Sergeant·(2.97)
Investigato rs (2)
Investigative Assistant (0.5)
Patrol Deputies (17)
Motorcycle Unit (1)
Crime Prevention Specialist (1)

Administrative Aide (1)

Community Service Officers (5)

Comm unity Service Officers (2)

Community Safety Asst (2)
Office Assistant II (3)
Administrative Analyst I (1)

Emerg. Mgt Coordinator (.5)
Various Regional Support

captain or Lieutenant

Commander

captain (oversees regional
station of more than 170 sworn
serving 3 cities and various
unincorporated areas)

Lieutenant or higher

Lieutenant

Sergeant

Current Staffing
Levels

Sergeant (1)
Sr. Deputy (2)
Deputy (13)
Clerk (2)

Captain - Chief (1)
Administrative Lieutenant (1)
Administrative Sergeant (1)
Sergeant (2)
Deputy (22)
Non-Sworn (4)

Commander (1)
Lieutenant (2)
Sergeant (9)
Deputy (39)
Secretary (1)
Sheriff's Technician (2)
City Staff Assigned to Police:

County provides a total of 48.0
FTEs of sworn officers. Force
composition is not available.

Lieutenant (1)
Sergeants (2)
Deputies (15)
Deputy Sheriff Detectives (2)
Per Diem Reserve Deputy (1)
Community Service Officer (2)
Other Non-Sworn (3)

Lieutenant (1)
Sergeants (2)
Deputies (15)
Deputy Sheriff Detectives (3)
Comm unity Service Officer (1)
Non-Sworn (3)

Sergeant (1)
Deputies (29.58)

Employees absent for more than Employees absent for more than
30 consecutive working days due 45 consecutive calendar days will
to a City work-related injury (or be replaced by the County.
30 consecutive days for active
military leave) will be replaced
by the County, or in the County's
discretion the County will credit
the City for its contract costs for
the total period of absense.

Determination of
City determines the level of law
Staffing Levels a n d enforcement service required for
Composition
each year of the agreement and
notify the County of its needs by
May 1st of each year. City and
County will meet if desired levels
are below the safe minimum
staffing standard utilized by the
Sheriff. Any agreement from
such discussion will be
incorporated into the contract as
a amendment.

Number and grade of staff
assigned are mutually agreed to
by the City and County.
Personnel selected and retained
by the Sheriff with appropriate
input from City Ma nager.

··· ·

·' .. .

Lieutenant

Sergeant

Staff Extended
Absence

. ;-.;F :: :

Lieutenant

Chief Rank

County will replace police or
Not delineated in the contract
cilivian personnel assigned to the agreement.
City who have been absent from
duty for more than 10
consecutive workng days as a
result of illness or injury. If
absences are due to vacation,
comp time, retirement or other
excused absences, then County
will replace personnel when
absences are more than 20
consecutive working days.

Not delineated in the contract
City absorbs costs of normal
agreement.
absences, not to exceed 312
hours per FY per position. If
higher, Sheriff will provide either
backfill of position or suspend of
billing for that position if
backfilling is unavailable.

Prior to Feb. 15 of each year, the Variation I n service/staffing level Not deli neated in the contract
City Manager and Sheriff's
is made by amendment. If City
agreement.
elects to reduce service level by
representatives will review
whether the basic level of
10% or more, it must give notice
services is still adequate for the in writing not less than 12
coming fiscal year. Review and calendar months prior to the
modifications are to be
effective date. If less than 10%,
County agrees to reduce the
completed by May 15 as
amendments to the contract.
service level accordingly as soon
City Manager may request at any as possible. However, service
time changes to the level of
cannot be reduced below
service. County will make
minimum level as determined by
changes within 90 to 150 days if the Sheriff.
there is an increased in staffing
levels. If there Is a decrease, the
reduction will made within 90
days for sworn, and within 10
days for civilian.

Not delineated in the contract
agreement.

Not delineated in the contract
agreement.

Not delineated in the contract
agreement.

School Resource Deputy (1)
Crime Prevention Specialist (2)
Administrative Support (5)
Various Ree:ional Sunnart
Not delineated in the contract
agreement.

The Sheriff's Department In

The Sheriff's Department in l
conjunction with the City develop
the Deployment of Personnel 1
document attached to the

Night, day and evening patrol and Night, day and evening patrol and
supervisory shifts will be
supervisory shifts will be
established by the Chief of Police, established by the Sheriff and
who reports directly to the City
his/her designee, who reports

contract.

Manager. Personnel of each shift directly to the City Manager.
may work varying and different
Personnel shifts may vary when,
times and may be deplayed to
In the opinion of the Sheriff's

conjunction with the City
develop the Deployment of
Personnel document attached to
the contract.

other shifts when, in the opinion
of the Chief of Police and City

Office and City Manager, the
need arises. Any long-term shift

Manager, the need arises. Any
long-term shift deployment

deployment change will be
reported to the City Counci l.

change will be reported to the City
Amendments executed by the
Council.
Sheriff and City Ma nager may not
Amendments executed by the
result In more than a 1% Increase
Sheriff and City Manager may not in the budget cost. Increases
result in more than a 1% increase over 1% require the prior
in the budget cost. Increases over approval of the Board of
1% require the prior approval of Supervisors and City Council.
the Board of Supervisors and City
Council.
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Not delineated in the contract
agreement.
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Appendix C.

Comparative Survey of Sheriff's Law Enforcement Contracts in California Summaiy

Staff Assignment/
Tenure

WaKci

•

·
···· ·

Sheriff has exclusive control on
deputy assignments and
transfers, although contract
states that the Sheriff will give
extraordinary consideration to
requests by the City Manager
with regard to staffing and
operations. The Sergeant may
temporarily modify work
schedules as necessary.

·.
.....

·

All staff assigned to the City are There is not a provision in the
not to be transferred for a period contract that stipulates a
3 years, except for cases due to minimum tenure of Sheriff's
promotion, termination,
personnel assigned to the City.
retirement or other transfers
mutually agreeable by the Sheriff Upon City's request, the Sheriff's
and City. Regardless, no more
representatives will meet with
than two staff members can be the City Manager to discuss the
transferred within any 12 month selection of the Chief of Police.
period, unless mutually agreed Such discussion would focus on
upon.
the type of background,
experience and other factors
that are pertinent to service
provision in the City. The
selection and assignment of the
Chief of Police must be mutually
agreed u pon by the City
Manager and the Sheriff. In the
event of a dispute, the final
decision will be made by the
Sheriff.

Pems

Not delineated in the contract
agreement.

··

Staff assignments are for a
minimum of 3 years. Longer
assignments are contingent upon
approval of both City and Sheriff.

The Chief of Police position must Any personnel changes to the
be mutual ly agreeable to the City Chief of Police position will
and Sheriff. Sheriff must provide involve City Manager and City
list of candidates during a
Council review of the proposed
vacancy to the City Manager who change and require Council
majority vote. Sheriff must
will fill the position. The Chief
will attend all meetings as
provide list of candidates during
recommended by Council and
vacancies. City Manager may
review and/or interview the
City Manager, and will confer
with them to assure local control candidates and make a
recommendation. Any pay for
consistent with the contract.
performance review of the chief
must involve the City Manager
In accordance with City
and Mayor or designee.
Municipal Code, the City
Manager is the immediate
supervisor of the Chief of Police,
and all policies, directives, and
orders from city government to
the chief will be transmitted
through the City Manager.
However, the Sheriff maintains
control over all personnel
matters.
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ROstimeail

The contract agreement does
Staff assignments a re for a
not discuss a minimum length of
minimum of 2 years. Longer
assignments are contingent upon officer assignment to the City.
approval of both City and Sheriff. The contract does not define the
City1s involvement in the

� "··

·

!ian Clementi!

•

The contract agreement does not There is not an assignment length The contract agreement does not

discuss a minimum length of
requirement.
officer assignment to the City.
The contract d oes not define the
City1s involvement in the selection
selection of the Chief of Police or of the Chief of Police or the
the deputies assigned to the City. deputies assigned to the City.

discuss a minimum length of
deputy assignment to the City.
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Appendix D.
List of Potential Grant and Loan Programs
Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grant (JAG) Program: Local S olicitation

-

FY 2009
Summary:

The purpose of this program is to provide assistance to state and local governments for
activities and projects that will prevent crime and improve the criminal justice system.
This program aims to provide agencies with the flexibility to prioritize and distribute
funds according to their local needs and conditions.
Purpose areas for this program include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Law-enforcement programs
Prosecution and court programs
Prevention and education programs
Corrections programs
Drug-treatment programs
Planning, evaluation, and technology improvement programs
Crime victim and witness programs (other than compensation)

Funds from this program can be used for technical assistance, training personnel,
equipment, supplies, contractual support, and information systems for criminal justice.
FY 20 10 JAG eligibility information is not yet available. It is anticipated that FY 20 10
allocation will be available in late April / early May 20 10 .
Equipment G rants
B ulletproof Vest Partnership

-

FY 2009 and FY 2010 (expected)

Summary:

The program was created by the Bulletproof Vest Partnership Grant Act of 1 9 9 8 and is a
U.S. Department of Justice initiative designed to provide a critical resource to state and
local law enforcement. Since 1 9 9 9, over 13,000 jurisdictions have participated in the
BVP Program, with $277 million in federal funds committed to support the purchase of
an estimated 800 ,000 vests. The Office of Justice Programs' Bureau of Justice Assistance
administers the BVP Program.
The program helps protect the lives of public safety officers by assisting state, local, and
tribal governments in equipping their officers with armor vests. The program pays up
to 50% of the cost of each vest purchased by applicants. Eligible law enforcement
officers include police officers, sheriff's deputies, correctional officers, parole and
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probation agents, prosecutors, and judicial officials. Applicants may select and
purchase any ballistic- or stab-resistant vest that meets the National Institute of Justice's
applicable standards. The program is expected to accept new applicants /registrations
for the FY 20 10 at the end of April 20 10.
Law Enforcement Equipment Grant (1033 Program)

-

FY 2009

Summary:

The purpose of this program is to provide law enforcement agencies with surplus
property from the Department of Defense (DoD). The Law Enforcement Support Office
(LESO) administers and executes the program, which permits the Secretary of Defense
to transfer, free of charge, surplus DoD supplies and equipment to state and local law
enforcement agencies. Available equipment might include :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land, air, and water vehicles and parts, including armored personnel carriers
Weapons and accessories
Computer equipment and accessories
Body armor
Military clothing and boots
Fingerprint equipment
Night vision equipment
Photographic equipment
Generators and heaters
Radios and televisions
First aid equipment
Tents and sleeping bags
Training equipment
Exercise equipment
Copier equipment

Awarded applicants receive the property in "as- is" condition. Applicants may view
current inventories of surplus materials online at wex.drms.dla . mil or by visiting a
DRMO facility. In considering which applications to select, the funding agency will
give preference to those proposals indicating that the transferred property will be used
for counter-drug and counter-terrorism activities.
Armor of God Proj ect - FY 2010
Summary:

The purpose of this program sponsored by the non- profit Ten Four Ministries is to
provide bullet proof vests to active law enforcement professionals. This program offers
used vests that have passed the five year manufacturer's warranty, in an effort to
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expand the number of officers wearing vests, new or used. According to the program,
these vests have been tested and proven to stop bullets after the factory warranty has
expired. This is a noncompetitive program. All eligible applicants will receive a vest if
requested. Eligible recipients must be certified peace officers.
State and Local Law Enforcement Equipment Procurement Program (1122 Program) FY 2009
Summary:

This program is a result of the National Defense Authorization Act of 1 9 94 , section 1 1 22,
that established a requirement that the U.S. Department of Defense develop procedures
to enable state and local governments to purchase law enforcement equipment suitable
for counterdrug activities through federal procurement channels. This program allows
local agencies to purchase this equipment at reduced prices. These discounts may be
particularly attractive when dealing with high-tech equipment and newer technologies.
Although equipment must be used for counterdrug activities, dual-use is permitted.
Available equipment is procurable in the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Law enforcement and security equipment
Marine craft and equipment
Power distribution equipment, generators, and batteries
Park and outdoor recreation equipment
Professional communications equipment
Photographic equipment, supplies, and video services
Operational training devices
Programmed learning materials
General purpose commercial information technology (IT) equipment, software,
and services
Radio and telecommunication equipment
Cables
Installation, maintenance, and repair for IT equipment
Training courses for IT equipment and software
Office products and services
Vehicles

Loan Prog rams
California Infrastructure State Revolving Fund (I SRF) Program - FY 2010
Summary:

The purpose of this program is to provide local governments with long-term, low
interest loans to pay for a variety of infrastructure projects. ISRF Program funding is
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r
available in amounts ranging from $250,000 to $10 million, with loan terms of up to 30
years. Interest rates are set on a monthly basis. Preliminary applications are
continuously accepted. This is a two-tiered loan program (preliminary and financing
applications) administered by the California Infrastructure and Economic Development
Bank (I-Bank). Infrastructure projects that are eligible for financing through this
program are directly related to the provision of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City streets, county highways, and state highways
Drainage, water supply, and flood control
Educational facilities
Environmental mitigation measures
Parks and recreational facilities
Port facilities
Power and communications facilities
Public transit
Sewage collection and treatment
Solid waste collection and disposal
Water treatment and distribution
Defense conversion and military infrastructure
Public safety facilities

Note that eligible public safety facilities include, but not limited to, police stations, fire
stations, court buildings, jails, juvenile halls, and juvenile detention facilities.
Costs that are eligible for financing include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Construction, renovation, and acquisition
Demolishing or removing buildings or structures on acquired land
Machinery, equipment, and financing charges
Interest prior to, during, and for a period after completion of the eligible project
Provisions for working capital
Reserves for principal and interest and for extensions, enlargements, additions,
replacement, renovations, and improvements
Architectural, engineering, financial, and legal services, plans, specifications,
estimates, administrative expenses, and other necessary or incidental costs

Eligible applicants include any subdivision of a local government, including cities,
counties, redevelopment agencies, special districts, assessment districts, joint powers
authorities and non-profit corporations formed on behalf of a local government. The
sources of financing repayment could include: water, sewer and other enterprise
revenues;
General
Fund
revenues;
tax
increment
revenues;
property
assessments/Mello-Roos special taxes; and other recurring revenues acceptable to the
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I- Bank. ISRF financing can be structured as a lease- leaseback, loan, or installment sale,
depending upon the revenue stream committed to repay the financing and the
borrower's legal authority to enter into the form of financing agreement.
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